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We acknowledge that the land we meet on today is the traditional land of the Kaurna people.  We 
respect their spiritual relationship with this land.  We also acknowledge the Kaurna people as 
traditional custodians of the Kaurna land.  We will endeavour, as Council, to act in a way that respects 
Kaurna heritage and the cultural beliefs of the Kaurna people. 
 

AGENDA 
 
 
 
 COMMITTEE OPENING 
 
 Apologies for absence. 
 
1. CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES 
 
 Confirmation of the minutes of the previous meeting held on Monday, 16 

September 2019. 
 
2. DEPUTATIONS 
 
 
3. BUSINESS   Page No. 
 
  
3.104   REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 

CONSULTATION  (B1559)  1 

Brief 

To provide Council with results of the public consultation conducted in relation to 
a request to remove the regulated Lemon-scented Gum (Corymbia citriodora) 
located on the road reserve in front of 36 Frederick Street, Welland. 

3.105   TREES LOCATED IN GOLDING STREET BEVERLEY - CONSULTATION  (B535) 24 

Brief 

To provide Council with the outcomes of the public consultation undertaken in 
relation to the proposed removal of non-regulated Bottlebrush (Callistemon 
citrinus x viminalis 'Harkness') located in Golding Street, Beverley. 
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3.106   LEASE RENEWAL - THE BARBARA KIKER MEMORIAL & THE JEAN HORAN 
KINDERGARTENS  (B432)  42 

Brief 

There are five (5) kindergartens within the Council area which are operated by the 
Department for Education and service the City of Charles Sturt families.  The 
current lease agreements will expire on the 31 December 2019. 

Two of the kindergartens are located on Community Land; however, the current 
Community Land Management Plans do not adequately support or permit granting 
of a lease or licence over the area.  This means a public consultation around the 
offering of Lease Agreements is mandatory under the Local Government Act, 1999. 

3.107 ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES CAPITAL WORKS & OPERATING PROGRAM 
VARIATIONS  (B7502, B536)  47 

Brief 

This report identifies changes to the Total Budget Expenditure for Capital Works 
and/or Annual Operating Projects that arise when budgeted savings are proposed 
to be used to offset costs over runs on a project that result from consultation 
outcomes, changed scope of works or tendering and procurement 
processes.  These changes have nil effect on the total program for Capital and/or 
Annual Operating Budgets.  Where there is an effect on the budgeted financial 
statements (shift between renewal and new/upgrade projects) adjustments will be 
referred to the next quarterly review. 

3.108 PORT ROAD DRAINAGE & LANDSCAPING PROJECT – UPDATE REPORT SEPTEMBER 
2019  (B6174)  51 

Brief 

This report serves to provide an update on the status of the Port Road Drainage 
Project. 

3.109   ST CLAIR RECREATION PRECINCT PROJECT – UPDATE REPORT SEPTEMBER 2019  
(B10320)  56 

Brief 

This report serves to provide an update on the status of the St Clair Recreation 
Centre Precinct Project. 
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3.110 WEST BEACH ROCK SEA WALL & LANDSCAPING PROJECT – UPDATE REPORT 
SEPTEMBER 2019  (B4429)  64 

Brief 

This report serves to provide an update on the status of the West Beach Rock Sea 
Wall Project. 

 
4. MOTIONS ON NOTICE 
 
5. QUESTIONS ON NOTICE 
 
6. MOTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE 
 
 [As previously identified and agreed by the Presiding Member] 
 
7. QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE 
 
8. BUSINESS – PART II – CONFIDENTIAL ITEMS 
 
9. MEETING CLOSURE 
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TO: Asset Management Committee 
 
FROM: Technical Officer - Arboriculture 
 
DATE: 21 October 2019  
 
 

 

 
3.104   REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 

CONSULTATION  (B1559) 
 

Brief 
 

To provide Council with results of the public consultation conducted in relation to 
a request to remove the regulated Lemon-scented Gum (Corymbia citriodora) 
located on the road reserve in front of 36 Frederick Street, Welland. 

 
Recommendation 

 
1. That the consultation findings within this report be noted. 
 
2. That the regulated Lemon-scented Gum (Corymbia citriodora) located on 

the road reserve in front of 36 Frederick Street, Welland assessed against 
Council’s Tree and Streetscape Policy be retained. 

 
3. That the tree be assessed by a qualified arborist every two years to 

determine risk and future management requirements. 
 

OR  
 
2 That a Development Application is submitted for the removal of the 

regulated Lemon-scented Gum (Corymbia citriodora) located on the road 
reserve in front of 36 Frederick Street, Welland. 

 
 

 

 
Status 
 
This report relates to or impacts upon the following Community Plan Objectives 2016-2027. 
 
Our Liveability - A liveable City of great places 
• An urban environment that is adaptive to a changing and growing City. 
• Create valued urban places that bring people together and reflect local character and 

identity. 
• Enhance the quality and diversity of open and public spaces. 
 
Our Environment - An environmentally responsible & sustainable City 
• Continue to implement climate change mitigation and adaptation solutions. 
• Enhance the state of the City’s environment and biodiversity. 
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION Item 3.104  Continued 
 
Relevant Council policies are: 
 
• Tree and Streetscape Policy 
• Public Consultation Policy 
 
Relevant statutory provisions are: 
 
• Development Act 1993 
 
Executive Summary  
 
The Lemon-scented Gum (Corymbia citriodora) located in the nature strip in front of 
36 Fredrick Street, Welland has been of concern to the adjoining property owner and an 
adjacent resident for some time, and formal correspondence has been received requesting 
the removal of the subject tree. 
 
The Lemon-scented Gum (Corymbia citriodora) is classified as being regulated under the 
Development Act 1993 as it has a circumference of 2.78 metres, measured at one metre 
above ground level and is more than ten metres from a residential dwelling.  The mature 
specimen tree was assessed as being in good health with a good structural status.  The tree 
is free of notable defects and it does not pose an unacceptable risk to personal safety or to 
property.  
 
The tree has been assessed against Council’s Tree and Streetscape Policy and the relevant 
provisions of the Development Act 1993 subsequently resulting in the recommendation to 
retain the tree. 
 
Background 
 
Initial correspondence was received in January 2006 from a neighbouring property owner at 
23 Frederick Street, Welland, raising the following concerns;   
 
• Associated mess (leaves and bark) the tree creates subsequently being a contributing 

factor to property damage (blocked roof gutters). 
• Potential of branch failure during adverse weather conditions. 
• Tree root activity lifting the adjoining kerb and gutter. 
 
A tree assessment was undertaken by Council’s Arboricultural Officer in January 2006 which 
resulted with the retention of the tree as it was in good health and fair structural condition 
which posed a low risk to personal safety and to private property. 
 
Further correspondence was received in March 2014 on behalf of the property owner at 
36 Frederick Street, Welland requesting tree removal for the following concerns raised; 
 
• Tree root activity damaging the concrete footpath. 
• Tree root activity had caused damage to the front fence. 
• The potential of branch failure as the tree canopy extends over private property.  
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  Continued 
 
The regulated tree was assessed in accordance with Council’s Tree and Streetscape Policy 
and was retained with the recommendation to undertake primarily canopy reduction 
pruning over the property and footpath reinstatement.  
 
Additional correspondence was received from the adjoining property owner at 23 Frederick 
Street in February 2018 requesting the subject tree be removed for the following reasons; 
 
• The tree is causing damage to the property, including the front fence and the 

dwelling. 
• Associated mess (leaves and bark) the tree creates subsequently being a contributing 

factor to property damage (blocked roof gutters). 
• Tree root activity damaging the concrete footpath, kerb and gutter. 
• The tree overhangs the adjoining overhead powerlines representing a safety risk. 
• Potential of branch failure. 
 
A further tree assessment was undertaken by Council’s Arboriculture Officer resulting in a 
recommendation for retention of the tree and that reduction pruning be undertaken. 
 
Additional correspondence was received from Cr Wasylenko in May 2019 on behalf of the 
adjoining resident at 23 Frederick Street, Welland raising the concerns associated with the 
tree in front of 36 Frederick Street, Welland; 
 
• The tree is too large for its location. 
• The tree has a shallow root system which causes damage to adjoining properties and 

Council infrastructure. 
• Associated mess (leaves and bark) the tree creates subsequently being a contributing 

factor to property damage (blocked roof gutters). 
• Bats nest in the tree every year and carry Hepatitis and Listeria and subsequently 

excrete in residents’ rain water tanks. 
• Total tree failure would result in extensive property damage. 
 
Further correspondence was received from adjoining resident at 23 Frederick Street, 
Welland in 9 June 2019 highlighting the damage to adjoining properties and correcting 
information regarding the bats in the tree and health related impacts. 
 
Recent correspondence had been received on 17 June 2019 from the property owners at 
36 Frederick Street, Welland requesting tree removal for the following reasons; 
 
• The tree had infiltrated the sewer, resulting in its relining and associated costs of 

$8,336.90 to the owner. 
• Potential tree root damage to other underground services (gas and water). 
• Branch failure damaging front fence. 
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  Continued 
 
This matter was considered by Council at its meeting of 22 July 2019 (AM 15/07/2019, Item 
3.69) and Council resolved as follows: 
 

1. That community feedback and comment is to be sought in line with Council's 
Public Consultation Policy in respect to removal of the tree located on the road 
reserve in front of 36 Frederick Street, Welland on the basis that the tree has a 
history of causing damage to property in the area and residents are concerned 
about the risk of future damage. 

2. That a further report is presented to the Asset Management Committee 
presenting the findings from the adjoining residents, owners and occupiers. 

 
This report summarises the outcome of the consultation process. 
 
Report 
 
The Lemon-scented Gum (Corymbia citriodora) located on the road reserve in front of 
36 Fredrick Street, Welland is classified as being regulated under the Development Act 1993 
as it has a circumference of 2.78 metres, measured at one metre above ground level and is 
more than ten metres from a residential dwelling.  The mature specimen tree was assessed 
as being in good health with a good structural status.  The tree is free of notable defects and 
it does not pose an unacceptable risk to personal safety or to property.  
 
Council has assessed, monitored and managed the tree over the years, to minimise the 
concerns of residents, whilst taking into consideration the requirements of the Tree and 
Streetscape Policy.  Subsequently, since 2006 remedial pruning and regular assessments 
have been undertaken, and requests for tree removal have not been supported by staff as 
the reasons for removal and resident requests are not supported by the Tree and 
Streetscape Policy.  
 
A summary of the key resident concerns and suggestions for removal, including responses to 
those reasons is provided as follows: 
 
1. The tree is too large for its location and total tree failure would result in extensive 

property damage. 
 

While this particular species is no longer planted in verges within the City, an 
arboricultural assessment has been undertaken and the tree is free of significant 
structural flaws and the overall risk associated with branch failure by the subject tree 
has been identified as low. 

 
2. The tree has a shallow root system which causes damage to adjoining properties, 

fences  and Council infrastructure. 
 

No supporting evidence or documentation from a suitably qualified professional such 
as a Structural Engineer has been provided to substantiate the claim that the tree is 
the main contributing factor to the cause of damage to the adjoining dwelling.  Aerial 
imagery suggests the house was constructed over 60 years ago. 
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  Continued 
 
3. Associated mess (leaves and bark) the tree creates subsequently being a contributing 

factor to property damage (blocked roof gutters). 
 

Whilst it is recognised that there have been concerns with leaf litter, complaints about 
leaf litter, twigs or other debris is not a valid reason for removal in accordance with 
Council’s Tree and Streetscape Policy. 

 
4. Bats nest in the tree every year and carry Hepatitis and Listeria and subsequently 

excrete in residents’ rain water tanks. 
 

Trees within the urban environment ensure that amenity, habitat and biodiversity 
needs of the city are maintained.  Whilst the primary role of street trees is for the 
most part, amenity, they also corridors and refuge for birds and other wildlife with 
links to larger reserves, River Torrens Linear Park and the coast.   

 
The subject Lemon-scented Gum, as a mature specimen, is a food source for many 
bird and animals such as possums and potentially the Grey-headed Flying-fox.  The 
Grey-headed flying-fox (Pteropus poliocephalus) is an endemic flying-fox species in 
Australia and is nationally listed as a vulnerable species under the Environment 
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). 

 
The Grey-headed flying-fox established a camp in 2010 in Adelaide Botanic Park.  The 
flying foxes predominantly feed on pollen and nectar from Eucalypt (and Corymbia) 
flowers, however when this food source becomes limited, they will eat fruit from 
other tree species including mulberries, figs and date palms.  The flying-foxes are 
highly mobile and will travel up to 30-50 kilometers from their camps to feed.  They 
may visit specific trees in our urban environment at night to feed on the flowers or 
fruits and return each night until the resource is depleted. 
 
Ecological advice regarding Grey-headed flying-fox was sourced from the Department 
for Environment and Water and SA Museum whom have subsequently also advised 
that removing a specific food source location will prompt the flying-foxes to forage for 
food elsewhere.  Also, grey-headed flying-fox scat and spat material can be treated 
the same as any other faecal material from species such as possums or birds.  It is 
important to be aware of the potential health risks regarding interactions with any 
wildlife.  Droppings from many animals, including bats, can land on house roofs and 
be washed into rainwater tanks.  First flush diverters are recommended by SA Health 
to reduce contaminates from entering a rain water tank. 
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  Continued 

 
5. The tree had infiltrated the sewer, resulting in its relining and associated costs of 

$8,336.90 to the owner. 
 

Damage to the earthenware sewer within the property at 36 Frederick Street was 
repaired by the owner in December 2018.  Tree root activity was identified in the 
collapsed earthenware pipe network and consequently was removed prior to repair 
and relining works being completed.  The sewer pipe was also treated by the owners 
contracting plumber to minimise tree root regrowth and intrusion, with an aquatic 
herbicide Dichlobenil, a non-caustic, non-fumigating and non-systemic solution.  
Following repairing the damaged pipe network, the owner subsequently made a claim 
through the Local Government Association Mutual Liability Scheme which was denied, 
as the Scheme considered that Council had acted reasonably in relation to its policies 
and procedures. 

 
6. Potential tree root damage to other underground services (gas and water). 

 
SA Water have confirmed that only one report was recorded for blockages in this 
locality.  This was in September 2016 for no drainage at the Government inspection 
point.  SA Water attended the same day and noted that the choke was on the private 
property side. 

 
7. Branch failure damaging front fence. 

 
An arboricultural assessment has been undertaken and the tree is free of significant 
structural flaws and the overall risk associated with branch failure by the subject tree 
has been identified as low. 

 
Further to these initial concerns raised, community consultation has been undertaken 
in accordance with the Councils Public Consultation Policy and the endorsed 
Community Engagement Approach and this report provides an outline of the feedback 
received through that process. 

 
Financial and Resource Implications 
 
The Parks & Arboriculture recurrent budget funds all horticultural and arboricultural tree 
maintenance activities.  The Tree and Streetscape Policy requires that reports relating to 
tree removal include the cost of removal of the subject tree/s and Council may choose to 
apportion some or all the costs to the applicant. 
 
In the case of the Lemon-scented Gum (Corymbia citriodora) located in front of 36 Frederick 
Street, Welland, the cost of the removal is estimated to be $2,100.00. 
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  Continued  
 
Customer Service and Community Implications 
 
There are no customer service or community implications. 
 
Environmental Implications 
 
Trees within the urban environment ensure that amenity, habitat and biodiversity needs of 
the city are maintained.  
 
Whilst the primary role of street trees is for the most part, amenity, they also provide shade, 
improve air quality, carbon sequestration, some water conservation and water quality 
benefits.  Street trees, where thoughtful planning and design processes are in place, can 
provide corridors for birds and other wildlife with links to larger reserves, River Torrens 
Linear Park and the coast.  In addition, street trees can soften, complement and enhance 
architecture. 
 
Trees can reduce glare and reflection and can direct pedestrian activity.  Trees improve the 
local climate, reducing the air temperature and increase humidity.  Collectively, they reduce 
the urban heat island effect and provide shade for buildings and hard surfaces 
(refer Appendix F?).  The urban heat island is primarily caused by urban structures which 
hold heat, increasing the heat capacity of the cities and it is anticipated this will be 
exacerbated in conjunction with climate change should we not actively seek to increase our 
canopy cover. 
 
Using a basic carbon calculator tool, we can also measure the approximate carbon absorbed 
in a tree to date.  A Lemon scented gum with a circumference of 2.78m can store up to 
2,583kg of carbon (https://www.northsydney.nsw.gov.au/carbon/carbon.html).  This is the 
equivalent of the green house gas emissions emitted by two cars being driven continuously 
for one year (https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gas-equivalencies-calculator). 
 
Engagement/Consultation 
(including with community, Council members and staff) 
 
A total of 129 letters were sent to residents and property owners in Frederick Street 
between Grange Road and Brand Avenue, Welland (refer Appendix B).  Each resident was 
provided the opportunity via a written survey to comment on the proposed removal of the 
existing regulated tree in front of 36 Frederick Street, Welland and to provide supporting 
comments on their selection (refer Appendix C).   
 
A copy of the agenda item, minutes and information relating to the reasons for requesting 
tree removal was provided for residents to provide informed feedback in relation to the 
potential removal of the subject tree. 
 
Of the 129 letters sent to owners & residents, 26 properties responded representing a 20% 
return.  Of the total 26 responses, 5 responses (19%) supported retention and 21 responses 
(81%) supported removal (refer Appendix D).   

https://www.northsydney.nsw.gov.au/carbon/carbon.html
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  Continued  
 
A detailed outline of the Community Consultation undertaken during September 2019 is 
contained within Appendix E.  Also included is a detailed response from Council 
administration. 
 
Matters raised during the consultation supporting the removal included: 
 
• A perception of danger as a result of tripping or falling  

 
There have been no formal incident reports lodged with Council, however, Council has 
spent a total of $3,895 of footpath and kerb and gutter repairs directly relating to the 
tree, since 2014. 

 
• The tree is too large  

 
The Lemon-scented Gum (Corymbia citriodora) is not a commonly planted tree 
species in the street environment given the potential size it can reach.  However, 
based on the outcome of the recent arboricultural assessment, the tree is free of 
significant structural flaws and the overall risk associated with branch failure by the 
subject tree is low. 

 
• The tree restricts views 

 
This has been considered in relation to vehicle sight lines. Frederick Street is a local 
access street with relatively low traffic volumes (an average of 1,347 vehicles per day 
in this segment) and it would be assumed that drivers would adjust their behaviour as 
a result of reduced sight distance, similarly to the way they would if a vehicle was 
parked in a location which restricted views of oncoming traffic. In relation to vehicles 
reversing from driveways the tree forms a single band obstruction similar to parked 
cars and other fixed objects such as stobie poles.  This restriction in view is considered 
reasonable. 

 
• Potential for property damage  

 
No supporting evidence or documentation from a suitably qualified professional such 
as a Structural Engineer has been provided to substantiate the claim that the tree is 
the main contributing factor to the cause of damage to the adjoining dwelling.  Aerial 
imagery suggests the house was constructed over 60 years ago, during which time – 
Council has not been formally advised of any claim for property damage. 

 
Matters raised during the consultation supporting retention included: 
 
• The tree is iconic and beautiful  

 
Council’s Landscape Architect confirmed that the mature Lemon-scented Gum 
(Corymbia citriodora) does make a significant contribution to the character and 
amenity of the local area, noting the following: 
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  Continued 
 

o The visual amenity of the tree is having a uniform canopy and structure, with 
visibility from the surrounding area.  
 

o Frederick St has mainly mature Jacaranda trees, this tree does compliment the 
avenue of trees and thus providing a significant contribution to the character of 
the local area. 

 
• Fantastic source of biodiversity and habitat  

 
Trees within the urban environment ensure that amenity, habitat and biodiversity 
needs of the city are maintained.  Whilst the primary role of street trees is for the 
most part, amenity, they also provide corridors and refuge for birds and other wildlife 
with links to larger reserves, River Torrens Linear Park and the coast.   

 
Risk Management/Legislative Implications 
 
The regulated Lemon-scented Gum (Corymbia citriodora) located on the road reserve in 
front of 36 Fredrick Street, Welland was assessed as being in good health with a fair 
structural status and does not pose an unacceptable risk to personal safety or property.   
 
The tree is classified as being regulated under the Development Act 1993 as its 
circumference measurement is greater than two metres when measured one metre above 
natural ground level.  Category 2 notification is undertaken to the adjoining residents when 
a Development Application is lodged for the removal of a regulated tree on Council 
property. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Community consultation has been undertaken with the adjoining residents in Frederick 
Street between Grange Road and Brand Avenue, Welland seeking views in relation to the 
request to remove the regulated street tree on the basis of risks to personal safety and to 
property. While the community has mixed views about the tree, more respondents to the 
community engagement would prefer to see the tree removed than retained. 
 
The regulated Lemon-scented Gum (Corymbia citriodora) located on the road reserve in 
front of 36 Fredrick Street, Welland was assessed as being in good health with a fair 
structural status and does not pose an unacceptable risk to personal safety or property.  If 
Council resolves to seek to remove the tree, a Development Application will be submitted 
for the removal of the regulated tree based on the residents’ concerns. 
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  Continued 
 
Appendices 
 

Appendix Title of Document No. of Pages TRIM Ref 
A Tree location & tree photos 3 N/A 
B Consultation area map 1 N/A 
C Consultation correspondence 6 N/A 
D Survey results summary  1 N/A 
E Survey feedback 8 N/A 
F Frederick Street Heat Mapping 1 N/A 
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  
 

APPENDIX A 
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  

APPENDIX A 
Continued 
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  
 

APPENDIX A 
Continued 
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  
 

APPENDIX B 
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  
 

APPENDIX C 
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  

APPENDIX C 
Continued 
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  

APPENDIX C 
Continued 
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  

APPENDIX C 
Continued 
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  

APPENDIX C 
Continued 
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  

APPENDIX C 
Continued 
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  

APPENDIX D 
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REGULATED TREE LOCATED IN FRONT OF 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND – 
CONSULTATION  Item 3.104  

APPENDIX E 
 
Appendix E consists of 8 pages. 
  



SURVEY RESPONSES - REMOVAL OF REGULATED TREE - 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND  

Yes, I support the 
removal of the tree 

No, I do not support 
the removal of the 

tree 
Comments Council Response 

Y   Nil  
Y   I feel the tree poses a danger to the community and older 

people as the footpath surrounding the tree is a trip 
hazard and the branches that fall are dangerous. 

Based on the outcome of the recent arboricultural 
assessment, the tree is free of significant structural 
flaws and the overall risk associated with branch 
failure by the subject tree is low. 
 

Y   Dangerous - if it fell Based on the outcome of the recent arboricultural 
assessment, the tree is free of significant structural 
flaws and the overall risk associated with whole tree 
failure or branch failure by the subject tree is low. 
 

Y   It blocks my view when reversing out my driveway and on 
windy days the bark and leaves come up the drive and 
front lawn. 

Frederick Street is a local street and the tree forms a 
single band obstruction similar to parked cars and 
other fixed objects such as stobie poles. 
Complaints about leaf litter, twigs or other debris is 
not a valid reason for removal in accordance with 
Council’s Tree and Streetscape Policy. 
 

Y   Nil  
Y   The size of the tree it far too large regardless of the term 

'Regulated Tree'. Common sense needs to be used.  
Removal of all odd trees in the street is recommended 
with planting of new like trees to be effected. 

Complaints about appearance (unless those relating 
to very poor health or structure) or preference for an 
alternative tree species is not a valid reason for 
removal in accordance with Council’s Tree and 
Streetscape Policy. 



SURVEY RESPONSES - REMOVAL OF REGULATED TREE - 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND  

Yes, I support the 
removal of the tree 

No, I do not support 
the removal of the 

tree 
Comments Council Response 

Y   Nil  
Y   Nil  
Y   Too Big, doesn't look good. Please plant Jacaranda in its 

place. Please remove trees at 33 Frederick Street and 
plant Jacaranda also. 

Council’s Landscape Architect confirmed that the 
mature Lemon-scented Gum (Corymbia citriodora) 
does make a significant contribution to the character 
and amenity of the local area, noting the following: 

• The visually amenity of the tree is having 
a uniform canopy and structure, with 
visibility from the surrounding area.  

• Frederick St has mainly mature Jacaranda 
trees, this tree does compliment the 
avenue of trees and thus providing a 
significant contribution to the character 
of the local area. 

Complaints about appearance (unless those relating 
to very poor health or structure) or preference for an 
alternative tree species is not a valid reason for 
removal in accordance with Council’s Tree and 
Streetscape Policy. 
 

Y   I see a potential risk to my family and I avoid walking on 
that side of the street. 

Based on the outcome of the recent arboricultural 
assessment, the tree is free of significant structural 
flaws and the overall risk associated with branch 
failure by the subject tree is low. 



SURVEY RESPONSES - REMOVAL OF REGULATED TREE - 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND  

Yes, I support the 
removal of the tree 

No, I do not support 
the removal of the 

tree 
Comments Council Response 

Y   I have state all of our reasons as a "collective" why this 
tree should be removed in numerous emails.  As Rate 
Payers and members of the community we feel Council 
should listen to our request and respect our wishes to 
remove this tree.  Our only other alternative is media 
involvement. 

Report presented Asset Management Committee 
(AM 15/07/2019, Item 3.69) highlighting concerns 
raised from adjoining resident. 
 

Y   It's the most beautiful tree but far too large for Frederick 
Street which is a narrow suburban street 

The large street tree is growing in a 2.0-metre-wide 
verge in front of a single storey private residence at 
36 Frederick Street, Welland. 
 

Y   This tree is a danger to me the occupants and members of 
the public passing by. Fear of falling limbs damage to 
property, footpaths, sewer pipes and fences. No other 
trees able to grow in a 15 metre radius of the trunk. The 
tree should have been removed years ago when I rang 
Council to discuss my concerns about it.  Please replace 
the council tree (A Jacaranda) that couldn't survive the 
massive gum.  The bottle brush tree in my front yard (45 
Years old) has been in steady decline since the gum 
established itself. It was lush & required pruning now 
slowly dying. 

The large street tree is growing in a 2.0-metre-wide 
verge in front of a single storey private residence at 
36 Frederick Street, Welland. 
 



SURVEY RESPONSES - REMOVAL OF REGULATED TREE - 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND  

Yes, I support the 
removal of the tree 

No, I do not support 
the removal of the 

tree 
Comments Council Response 

  N The same tree is in the front of 53 Frederick Street as well 
15 years younger than #36 there is a problem with north 
end of Frederick St. No verge trees at # 3 5 7 23 25 29 40 
42 45 49 and South 51-65 Scooter World Welcome to the 
Amazon affect. Trees removed and not replaced as 
highlighted above some have support stakes where trees 
replaced but tree gone put house owner on notice! 

The tree species in front of 53 Frederick Street is a 
Spotted Gum (Corymbia maculata). This large tree 
has unfortunately sustained unknown tree 
damaging activity and has consequently died which 
requires further investigation. 
 
Street tree planting is carried out on a request basis. 
Requests will only be accepted from the ratepayer of 
the requesting property address. 
 

  N We do not have enough trees in 
T the Council area 

Council has numerous tree planting programs, 
including the Whole Street Planting Program, 
Reactive Tree Planting Program, Reserve Upgrade 
Projects, Planet Ark and Trees for the Future 
Program and the Tree Screen Renewal Program.  
 

  N The tree has been assessed to be structurally sound and it 
has not dropped any major boughs. It is no messier than 
most of the other street trees growing in Frederick Street. 
As far as damage to underground sewerage system, the 
tree is not responsible but probably due to deteriorating 
state of an aged piping system. 

Based on the outcome of the recent arboricultural 
assessment, the tree is free of significant structural 
flaws and the overall risk associated with branch 
failure by the subject tree is low. 
Tree root activity was identified in the collapsed 
earthenware pipe network and consequently had 
been removed prior to repair and relining works 
being completed. SA Water also had confirmed that 
only one report was recorded for blockages in this 



SURVEY RESPONSES - REMOVAL OF REGULATED TREE - 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND  

Yes, I support the 
removal of the tree 

No, I do not support 
the removal of the 

tree 
Comments Council Response 

locality. This was in September 2016 for no drainage 
at the Government inspection point.  SA Water 
attended the same day and noted that the choke was 
on the private property side. 
 

Y   Nil  
Y   The tree is a danger to the public/road users. The tree 

blocks drains and sewerage all the time.  Fills my gutters 
with crap. Ruins footpath. Will eventually fall causing 
great damage. 

Based on the outcome of the recent arboricultural 
assessment, the tree is free of significant structural 
flaws and the overall risk associated with whole tree 
failure or branch failure by the subject tree is low. 
Complaints about leaf litter, twigs or other debris is 
not a valid reason for removal in accordance with 
Council’s Tree and Streetscape Policy. 
With regard to measures to manage the impacts of 
tree root activity on footpaths and kerb and gutter, 
the City of Charles Sturt has previously used rubber 
paths near the base of large established trees with 
invasive root systems.   

  N Looking after our wildlife preserving and planting of trees 
- this is not ideal to remove a perfectly healthy tree an 
icon and landmark of our suburb.  Trees also produce 
oxygen, shade, home to our wildlife, health and wellbeing 
to mankind. I have seen so many trees lopped an nothing 
replanted. Please leave our ICON. 

Trees within the urban environment ensure that 
amenity, habitat and biodiversity needs of the city 
are maintained.  
Whilst the primary role of street trees is for the most 
part, amenity, they also provide shade, improve air 
quality, carbon sequestration, some water 



SURVEY RESPONSES - REMOVAL OF REGULATED TREE - 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND  

Yes, I support the 
removal of the tree 

No, I do not support 
the removal of the 

tree 
Comments Council Response 

conservation and water quality benefits.  Street trees, 
where thoughtful planning and design processes are 
in place, can provide corridors for birds and other 
wildlife with links to larger reserves, River Torrens 
Linear Park and the coast.  In addition, street trees 
can soften, complement and enhance architecture. 
 
Trees can reduce glare and reflection and can direct 
pedestrian activity.  Trees improve the local climate, 
reducing the air temperature and increase humidity.  
Collectively, they reduce the urban heat island effect 
and provide shade for buildings and hard surfaces.  
The urban heat island is primarily caused by urban 
structures which hold heat, increasing the heat 
capacity of the cities and it is anticipated this will be 
exacerbated in conjunction with climate change 
should we not actively seek to increase our canopy 
cover. 
 

  N It's a beautiful tree. Trees shed their leaves and can be 
messy. The Council (too vigorously) prunes trees 
therefore x1 branch failure is insignificant. I love sitting 
outside and listen to the birds. Its nature at its best, it will 
be a tragedy to see birdlife disappear in suburbia. 

Council’s Landscape Architect confirmed that the 
mature Lemon-scented Gum (Corymbia citriodora) 
does make a significant contribution to the character 
and amenity of the local area, noting the following: 



SURVEY RESPONSES - REMOVAL OF REGULATED TREE - 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND  

Yes, I support the 
removal of the tree 

No, I do not support 
the removal of the 

tree 
Comments Council Response 

• The visually amenity of the tree is having 
a uniform canopy and structure, with 
visibility from the surrounding area.  

• Frederick St has mainly mature Jacaranda 
trees, this tree does compliment the 
avenue of trees and thus providing a 
significant contribution to the character 
of the local area. 

 
Y   The tree is in front of my property and has caused 

damage to my fence, sewers, and property costing a 
considerable amount every time. 

Small branch failure and small diameter deadwood is 
evident and typically occurs with large specimen 
trees however the subject tree does not have ongoing 
history of medium-large branch failure. 
SA Water confirmed that only one report was 
recorded for blockages in this locality. This was in 
September 2016 for no drainage at the Government 
inspection point.  SA Water attended the same day 
and noted that the choke was on the private property 
side. 
Regarding repairing damage to the earthenware 
sewer within the property at 36 Frederick Street, this 
had been completed by the owner in December 2018. 
Tree root activity was identified in the collapsed 
earthenware pipe network and consequently had 



SURVEY RESPONSES - REMOVAL OF REGULATED TREE - 36 FREDERICK STREET WELLAND  

Yes, I support the 
removal of the tree 

No, I do not support 
the removal of the 

tree 
Comments Council Response 

been removed prior to repair and relining works 
being completed.  
The sewer pipe was also treated by the owners 
contracting plumber to minimise tree root regrowth 
and intrusion, with an aquatic herbicide Dichlobenil, 
a non-caustic, non-fumigating and non-systemic 
solution.   

y   I know the tree, sad as it is to have to remove the tree it is 
probably the best thing to do. Beautiful but dangerous. 

Based on the outcome of the recent arboricultural 
assessment, the tree is free of significant structural 
flaws and the overall risk associated with branch 
failure by the subject tree is low. 

Y   Although I love large leafy trees I feel this particular tree 
poses a safety risk to pedestrians, drivers and the 
residents. 

Based on the outcome of the recent arboricultural 
assessment, the tree is free of significant structural 
flaws and the overall risk associated with branch 
failure by the subject tree is low. 

Y   The size of the tree  Based on the outcome of the recent arboricultural 
assessment, the tree is free of significant structural 
flaws and the overall risk associated with whole tree 
or branch failure by the subject tree is low. 

Y   Nil  
Y  Tree is too large. Should be replaced with Jacaranda. 

Danger of falling branches onto power lines. General 
underground damage. 

Based on the outcome of the recent arboricultural 
assessment, the tree is free of significant structural 
flaws and the overall risk associated with branch 
failure by the subject tree is low. 
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3.105   TREES LOCATED IN GOLDING STREET BEVERLEY - CONSULTATION  (B535) 
 

Brief 
 

To provide Council with the outcomes of the public consultation undertaken in 
relation to the proposed removal of non-regulated Bottlebrush (Callistemon 
citrinus x viminalis 'Harkness') located in Golding Street, Beverley. 

 
Recommendation 

 
1. That the consultation findings within this report be noted. 
 
2. That all of the non-regulated Bottlebrush (Callistemon citrinus x viminalis 

'Harkness') located in Golding Street, Beverley be removed and replaced 
with a different tree species.  This work be included as part of the Whole 
Street Planting Program 2020/21 budget considerations.  Replacement 
planting shall introduce a different species to the streetscape in 
accordance with the information provided to residents (refer Appendix C). 

 
 

 

 
Status 
 
This report relates to or impacts upon the following Community Plan Objectives 2016-2027. 
 
Our Liveability - A liveable City of great places 
• An urban environment that is adaptive to a changing and growing City. 
• Create valued urban places that bring people together and reflect local character and 

identity. 
• Enhance the quality and diversity of open and public spaces. 
 
Our Environment - An environmentally responsible & sustainable City 
• Continue to implement climate change mitigation and adaptation solutions. 
• Enhance the state of the City’s environment and biodiversity. 
 
Relevant Council policies are: 
 
• Tree and Streetscape Policy 
• Public Consultation Policy 
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TREES LOCATED IN GOLDING STREET BEVERLEY – CONSULTATION  Item 3.105 Continued 
 
Relevant statutory provisions are: 
 
• Local Government Act 1999 
 
Executive Summary  
 
Golding Street, Beverley, a narrow residential street, runs in a north-south direction, 
approximately 700 metres in length between Willsmore Street at the northern end and 
George Street to the southern end.  There are 80 residential properties along Golding Street, 
with 13 of those signing a petition for the removal of all street trees, and replacement 
planting with a different species be undertaken to provide a more appealing streetscape.   
 
In accordance with Council’s Public Consultation Policy and the endorsed Community 
Engagement Approach consultation was undertaken and the majority of residents 
participating in the consultation supported the removal of all street trees and replacement 
planting as part of the Whole Street Planting Program in 2020/21. 
 
The Bottlebrush in Golding Street are generally semi-mature to mature specimens with the 
tree species being initially planted over 25 years ago.  There are over 60 existing street trees 
in Golding Street growing in a 900-millimetre-wide nature strip.  The trees are in good health 
and have caused a minor amount of damage to infrastructure. 
 
As part of the WSPP each year trees within streetscapes are replaced on an as need basis 
(where they are of poor health or not suitable species for the streetscape).  Where trees 
within a street which is the subject of the WSPP are healthy and appropriate, they will be 
retained and as they age, will be progressively replaced with the dominant species. 
 
The removal of all trees as requested in Golding Street is not consistent with the Tree and 
Streetscape Policy or the WSPP Strategy as the trees are structurally sound and in good 
health.  The costs associated with removing the trees and replanting them with an 
alternative species would be $18,000 which can be accommodated in the 2020/21 WSPP if 
Council resolves to remove and replace them 
 
Background 
 
A petition was received in April 2019 with 14 signatures from 13 separate owners/occupiers 
in Golding Street, Beverley requesting the following; 
 
‘On behalf of the many residents on Golding Street we would like to be considered for the 
community engagement approach for whole street planting program 2019 or 2020 and 
consideration into an upgrade for overall street-scape. 
 
As part of the overall upgrade we recommend all the street trees be removed completely and 
replaced with more suitable street tree plantings for example the ornamental pear trees 
planted on George Street and on many surrounding streets in the area.’ 
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Accompanying correspondence to the petition also noted the following detail; 
 
• The footpaths on the street are generally in poor condition. 
• The street trees (Bottlebrush) have reached the end of their useful life expectancy. 
• Associated mess (flowers and small woody fruit) continuously drop throughout the 

year requiring constant clean up by residents. 
 
In response to the petition received, it should be noted that Council’s Engineering Transport 
Strategy and Assets staff have advised, based on the results of the recent city-wide path 
condition audit which was undertaken in 2018, the paths in Golding Street are overall 
considered to be functional and are not identified for full renewal in the 2019/20 Path 
Renewal program.  There are however several individual defects along Golding Street that 
have been identified through the audit as requiring more urgent action. Most of these 
defects are the result of root activity from the street trees.  A program is currently being 
developing to address the 'high priority' defects across the City and the Golding Street 
defects will be completed in 2019/20 financial year. 
 
Council Customer Request Management (CRM) system shows that a total of 10 requests 
have been lodged since 2016. Of those, six (6) were related to tree maintenance request, 
two (2) were kerb and gutter related, one (1) was for footpath maintenance, with the 
remaining request (1) being for a new tree request. 
 
The petition was referred to Council on 13 May 2019, Item 5.08 and the matter was then 
considered at the AMC meeting 15/07/2019, Item 3.67 meeting and the following Council 
meeting on 22 July 2019 the following motion was endorsed: 
 

1.  That the report be received and noted. 
2.  That consultation is undertaken with residents of Golding Street to determine if 

the Bottlebrush (Callistemon citrinus x viminalis 'Harkness') are to be retained; 
taking into account the specific impacts the trees are having on their properties 
and personal safety. 

3.  The outcomes of this consultation process be tabled back to the September 2019 
Asset Management Committee. 

 
A Community Engagement Approach was approved by the Chief Executive Officer and 
consultation was undertaken during September 2019.  A total of 111 letters were sent to 
residents and property owners in Golding Street, Beverley.  Each resident was provided the 
opportunity via a written survey to comment on the proposed removal of the existing 
Bottlebrush (Callistemon citrinus x viminalis 'Harkness') and to provide supporting 
comments on their selection.   
 
As a result of a number of unforeseeable administrative delays, the consultation was not 
completed in time for a subsequent report to be prepared and tabled to the 
September meeting.  
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At the AMC meeting held 16 September 2019 a holding report was presented (AM 
16/09/2019, Item 3.97) where it was resolved: 
 

1.  That the report be received and noted. 
2. That it is noted that the resolution of Council made on 22 July 2019 in relation to 

Reports of Committees - Part 1, 2.2 Item 3.67, Response to Petition - Trees 
Located in Golding Street Beverly has been delayed and a report finalising the 
resolution be further considered by the Asset Management Committee in 
October 2019. 

 
Report 
 
The Bottlebrush (Callistemon citrinus x viminalis 'Harkness') is the dominant tree species in 
Golding Street, Beverley.  They are generally tolerant of a variety of sites and the poorest of 
soils.  The Bottlebrush is hardy and adaptable; it develops pendulous branches, with grey-
green leaves and masses of red flower spikes form during spring and autumn.  The flowers 
are long lasting and attract nectar loving birds. 
 
There are over 60 existing street trees in Golding Street with a potential of 25 replanting 
locations within the street.  Most properties already have a tree in front of or adjacent to 
the dwelling and the trees are in overall good to fair health.  For these reasons Golding 
Street is not currently due for replacement planting as part of the Whole Street Planting 
Program. 
 
The proposed removal of the 61 Bottlebrush trees does not comply with the requirements 
of the Tree and Streetscape Policy because the trees are structurally sound and in good 
health and condition.  However, the results of the consultation suggest that the majority of 
those residents who participated in the consultation, would prefer the trees be removed 
and replaced with a more suitable species. 
 
Community consultation was undertaken in accordance with the endorsed Community 
Engagement Approach, a total of 111 letters were sent to residents and property owners in 
Golding Street, Beverley (refer Appendix B).  Each resident was provided the opportunity via 
a written survey to comment on the proposed removal of the existing Bottlebrush 
(Callistemon citrinus x viminalis 'Harkness') and to provide comments regarding their 
preferred replacement planting selection (refer Appendix C).   
 
A copy of the agenda item, minutes and information relating to the reasons for requesting 
tree removal.  All correspondence was also provided for residents to make a balanced 
decision in relation to the potential removal of the subject trees. 
 
Within the consultation area, a total of 32 responses were received from 32 separate 
properties.  A total of 111 letters were sent to residents and property owners, 32 properties 
responded representing a 37.6% return.  Of the total 32 responses, 25 responses (78.1%) 
supported removal and 7 (21.8%) responses supported retention (refer Appendix D).   
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A variety of concerns were raised both in support of tree retention and tree removal.  
Appendix E provides a summary of the results and feedback from each of the respondents.   
 
Financial and Resource Implications 
 
The Parks & Arboriculture recurrent budget funds all horticultural and arboricultural tree 
maintenance activities and the Whole Street Planting Program annual budget provides 
opportunity for replacement plantings in streetscape across the City.   
 
There are 61 trees currently in Golding Street, Beverley. Should Council resolve to replace all 
trees at one time – there would be opportunity for a total of 80 new trees.  The average cost 
of the removal is estimated to be $165.00 per tree ($10,000) and the total cost of 
replacement plantings is $100 per tree ($8,000). Should Council choose this option, a total of 
$18,000 would be committed from the 2020/21 Whole Street Planting Program budget. 
 
Alternatively – replacement trees could be provided within the street on a reactive basis 
which would require the residents agreeing to water the trees and would , result in a 
gradual streetscape change over time. The advantage of including the street in the Whole 
Street Tree Planting Program is that the trees will be  watered and formatively pruned for 
the first three years of planting, ensuring we are creating a consistent streetscape.   
 
Customer Service and Community Implications 
 
Should Golding Street receive an $18,000 financial contribution from the Whole Street 
Planting Program in 2020/21, this would result in a lesser amount being provided in other 
parts of the City.  
 
Environmental Implications 
 
Trees within the urban environment ensure that amenity, habitat and biodiversity needs of 
the city are maintained.  
 
Whilst the primary role of street trees is for the most part, amenity, they also provide shade, 
improve air quality, carbon sequestration, some water conservation and water quality 
benefits.  Street trees, where thoughtful planning and design processes are in place, can 
provide corridors for birds and other wildlife with links to larger reserves, River Torrens 
Linear Park and the coast.  In addition, street trees can soften, complement and enhance 
architecture. 
 
Trees can reduce glare and reflection and can direct pedestrian activity.  Trees improve the 
local climate, reducing the air temperature and increase humidity.  Collectively, they reduce 
the urban heat island effect and provide shade for buildings and hard surfaces.  The urban 
heat island is primarily caused by urban structures which hold heat, increasing the heat 
capacity of the cities and it is anticipated this will be exacerbated in conjunction with climate 
change should we not actively seek to increase our canopy cover.  Refer to Appendix F for 
Urban Heat Mapping in Golding Street. 
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Community Engagement/Consultation 
 
A total of 111 letters were sent to residents and property owners within the consultation 
area, 32 properties responded representing a 37.6% return.  Of the total 32 responses, 
25 responses (78.1%) supported removal and 7 (21.8%) responses supported retention 
(refer Appendix D).   
 
 
Appendix E provides an extensive summary of responses and commentary relating to each 
submission received.  
 
Risk Management/Legislative Implications 
 
There are no risk management implications. 
 
The trees have a circumference measurement less than two metres when measured one 
metre above natural ground level and subsequently are not classified as being regulated 
under the Development Act 1993. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Community consultation has been undertaken with all residents of Golding Street to 
determine their individual support for tree retention and the removal of the trees, taking 
into account the specific impacts the trees are having on their properties and personal 
safety.  
 
The existing street trees (Bottlebrush - Callistemon citrinus x viminalis 'Harkness') were 
generally assessed as being in good-fair health and structural condition by Council staff and 
identified as not posing an unacceptable risk to personal safety or property.  However, 
Council may choose to recommend removal of all  trees in Golding Street  based on the 
residents’ concerns, with some 80 replacement trees being planted. 
 
Appendices 
 

Appendix Title of Document No. of Pages TRIM Ref 
A Tree location & tree photos 3 N/A 
B Consultation area map 1 N/A 
C Consultation correspondence 6 N/A 
D Survey results summary  1 N/A 
E Survey feedback 9 N/A 
F Golding Street Heat Mapping 1 N/A 
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Photo above taken at the Golding Street and Hubbard Street intersection viewed in a 
southerly direction. 
 

 
Photo above taken at the Golding Street and Spring Street intersection viewed in a 
southerly direction. 
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Photo above taken at the Golding Street and Willsmore Street intersection viewed in a 
southerly direction. 
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Survey Comments – Golding Street Beverley 

Yes, I support 
the removal 
of the tree 

No, I do not 
support the 
removal of 

the tree 

Comments Council Response 

Y   The trees are messy run into the power lines and their 
roots lift the footpath creating a tripping hazard 
(especially for older residents) The gutter out the front 
of our premises was renewed approx 3 yrs ago and is 
now cracked due to the tree 

The associated mess is not a valid reason for removal when assessed in 
accordance with Council’s Tree and Streetscape Policy.  
The canopy of the trees is located under low voltage powerlines. Vegetation 
clearances around overhead powerlines are undertaken by SA Power 
Networks. In 2010, the legislation was amended for metropolitan Adelaide 
recognising the lower level of risks associated with vegetation around low 
voltage (LV) powerlines. The legislation allows vegetation to grow through 
LV powerlines. 
There are several individual defects along Golding Street that have been 
identified through the audit as requiring more urgent action. Most of these 
defects are the result of root activity from the street trees.  A program is 
currently being developing to address the 'high priority' defects across the 
City and the Golding Street defects will be completed in 2019/20 financial 
year. During the course or reinstatement works tree root pruning should be 
considered as an option to minimise future infrastructure damage. 

Y   The present trees serve no purpose & are so old they 
are looking scraggly, are breaking the footpath growing 
into power lines & in case of the one in front of NO.74 
splitting at the base.  I also like to mow my nature strip 
& the trunks are getting too big to get around. I believe 
the ornamental plum to be the best choice as the fruit is 
eatable & therefore purposeful neat and compact 
colourful & easily maintained. 

There are over 60 existing street trees in Golding Street and the Bottlebrush 
are generally semi-mature to mature specimens. The trees being overall in 
good to fair health, the street is not due for replacement planting in the 
immediate future 
The canopy of the trees is located under low voltage powerlines. 
Vegetation clearances around overhead powerlines are undertaken by SA 
Power Networks. In 2010, the legislation was amended for metropolitan 
Adelaide recognising the lower level of risks associated with vegetation 
around low voltage (LV) powerlines. The legislation allows vegetation to 
grow through LV powerlines 

Y   The trees are ugly and untidy not suitable for a narrow 
street 

The Callistemon citrinus x viminalis 'Harkness' have a typical growth habit 
for the street environment. Complaints about appearance (unless those 
relating to very poor health or structure) is not a valid reason for removal 
in accordance with Council’s Tree and Streetscape Policy. 
The street trees are growing in a 900-millimetre-wide nature strip and 
consequently their canopy will overhang the road pavement and 
footpaths 



Survey Comments – Golding Street Beverley 

Yes, I support 
the removal 
of the tree 

No, I do not 
support the 
removal of 

the tree 

Comments Council Response 

Y   As a resident of 16 Golding St for over 40 years I have 
found the bottlebrush trees in front of my house and 
neighbouring houses have deteriorated to the extent 
they are raising footpaths and guttering regularly and 
causing a risk to pedestrians particularly in the evenings. 
The footpath in front of my house has needed to be 
repaired at least three times in the last 10 years and this 
has become an ongoing problem resulting in a lady 
tripping and injuring herself in front of my house and 
taking action against the Council. Currently my gutters 
have been raised causing considerable water pools 
when raining. 

There are over 60 existing street trees in Golding Street and the Bottlebrush 
are generally semi-mature to mature specimens. The trees being overall in 
good to fair health. 
There are several individual defects along Golding Street that have been 
identified through the audit as requiring more urgent action. Most of 
these defects are the result of root activity from the street trees.  A 
program is currently being developing to address the 'high priority' 
defects across the City and the Golding Street defects will be completed in 
2019/20 financial year. During the course or reinstatement works tree 
root pruning should be considered as an option to minimise future 
infrastructure damage 

Y   Uneven footpaths, shedding of flowers etc, not 
aesthetically pleasing, *replace with callery pear 

There are several individual defects along Golding Street that have been 
identified through the audit as requiring more urgent action. Most of these 
defects are the result of root activity from the street trees.  A program is 
currently being developing to address the 'high priority' defects across the 
City and the Golding Street defects will be completed in 2019/20 financial 
year. During the course or reinstatement works tree root pruning should be 
considered as an option to minimise future infrastructure damage. 
Complaints about appearance (unless those relating to very poor health or 
structure) is not a valid reason for removal in accordance with Council’s 
Tree and Streetscape Policy. 

Y   Bottlebrush does look very scraggly as they reach this 
sort of age! Have emailed about a planting in front of 
this property bue due to drain not viable but a tree 
could be planted on the other side of stoby pole and 
other side of driveway - street scape is looking very 
unkempt with the odd trees. *Either of the trees 
suggested look like good options 

There are over 60 existing street trees in Golding Street and the Bottlebrush 
are generally semi-mature to mature specimens. The trees being overall in 
good to fair health. 
Complaints about appearance (unless those relating to very poor health or 
structure) is not a valid reason for removal in accordance with Council’s 
Tree and Streetscape Policy 



Survey Comments – Golding Street Beverley 

Yes, I support 
the removal 
of the tree 

No, I do not 
support the 
removal of 

the tree 

Comments Council Response 

Y   The bottlebrush trees are straggly and not attractive. An 
alternative species would be a nice change. 

There are over 60 existing street trees in Golding Street and the Bottlebrush 
are generally semi-mature to mature specimens. The trees being overall in 
good to fair health. 
Complaints about appearance (unless those relating to very poor health or 
structure) is not a valid reason for removal in accordance with Council’s 
Tree and Streetscape Policy 

Y   Yes removal of the bottlebrush trees would be most 
welcomed by the majority of residents of Golding St.  
The trees lose a lot of nuts, leaves and flowers during 
the year in the gutters, roads and lawns and are a 
constant mess for residents.  A more attractive tree 
species would be great. 

Complaints about leaf litter, twigs or other debris is not a valid reason for 
removal in accordance with Council’s Tree and Streetscape Policy. 

Y   I support it because my daughter and I are severely 
asthmatic and we have a lot of trouble when the flowers 
are falling and blowing everywhere.  You can't even 
walk down the footpath without being hit in the face 
because of the way they hang. 

No supporting health-based evidence or documentation from a medical 
specialist confirming health complications directly attributed from this tree 
species has been provided. 
 

Y   We would choose Callery Pear (Capital) as the 
replacements 

Noted 

Y   Bottlebrush has many overhanging branches, difficulty 
getting in/out of cars - particularly with the limited 
parking on street - have noticed many of these branches 
have been broken over the last 12 months. Allergies to 
bottlebrush and droppings/SAP left on footpath and 
cars. The effect that they have had on footpath 
condition. They are not a very nice looking species and 
the Ornamental Plum (Crimson Spire) would suit the 
suburb particularly Main St (which looks beautiful). 
There has been a lot of development in Beverley lately 
and replanting of the Ornamental Plum will bring life to 
the suburb. 

There are approximately 50,000 street trees within the City of Charles Sturt 
and subsequently Council undertakes a Whole Street Pruning Program (3 
yearly cycle) with each tree being inspected and pruned accordingly, 
primarily to maintain clearances over roads, footpaths and crossovers. In 
addition, individual customer requests can be recorded for additional 
maintenance pruning such as canopy reduction over private property, if 
required. 
No supporting health-based evidence or documentation from a medical 
specialist confirming health complications directly attributed from this tree 
species has been provided, which is currently a requirement under Council’s 
Tree and Streetscape Policy. 



Survey Comments – Golding Street Beverley 

Yes, I support 
the removal 
of the tree 

No, I do not 
support the 
removal of 

the tree 

Comments Council Response 

Y   Decrease the amount of allergies in the air from the 
flowers, the replacement trees need to support the bird 
life that exists in the street 

No supporting health-based evidence or documentation from a medical 
specialist confirming health complications directly attributed from this tree 
species has been provided, which is currently a requirement under Council’s 
Tree and Streetscape Policy. 
The replacement ornamental tree species do not provide the same food 
source for native nectar feeding birds as with current native tree species. 

Y   I support the removal of the bottlebrush trees as I have 
two children with severe respiratory illnesses during 
flowering we have to blow flowers away from house as 
it triggers my sons asthma.  Last season we had x 3 
ambulance trips to hospital for severe asthma attacks. 
Removing the bottlebrush would allow my children to 
play outside without worry of an attack. Also George St 
with ornamental pear trees 100% much nicer street 
appeal than bottlebrush. Footpath is very uneven and a 
hazard. 

No supporting health-based evidence or documentation from a medical 
specialist confirming health complications directly attributed from this tree 
species has been provided, which is currently a requirement under Council’s 
Tree and Streetscape Policy. 
 

Y   Email Received - We support the replacement of trees 
but not for 3 Golding St. Several years ago council 
removed our bottlebrush, we don't know why but didn't 
replace it. We decide to plant a Gleditsia in its place. The 
tree is doing well and we are concerned that it will be 
removed. Please don't remove this tree - We did not 
sign the petition 

Honey Locust (Gleditsia tricanthos) is a large tree species growing in a 
narrow verge width. The tree species is not recommended for this location. 
 

Y   Present trees are old and messy plus street is very dark 
because the lights are covered by the tree canopy. 

Complaints about the trees associated mess they create and appearance 
(unless those relating to very poor health or structure) is not a valid reason 
for removal in accordance with Council’s Tree and Streetscape Policy. 

Y   The callistemon are ugly, messy, some are leaning over 
the footpath. They do very little to provide shade. 
Replace with Callery Pear or something that provides 
shade. 

Complaints about the trees associated mess and appearance (unless those 
relating to very poor health or structure) is not a valid reason for removal 
in accordance with Council’s Tree and Streetscape Policy. 
The nominated replacement tree species or other tree species 
recommended for a narrow nature strip width of 900 millimetres is unlikely 
to provide additional shade. 



Survey Comments – Golding Street Beverley 

Yes, I support 
the removal 
of the tree 

No, I do not 
support the 
removal of 

the tree 

Comments Council Response 

Y   I support the removal of the bottlebrush as their roots 
are very invasive and the flowers are very untidy. I 
would like the one in front of my house to be removed 
as soon as possible! It is very large never pruned and 
destroying the footpath badly. 

There are several individual defects along Golding Street that have been 
identified through the audit as requiring more urgent action. Most of these 
defects are the result of root activity from the street trees.  A program is 
currently being developing to address the 'high priority' defects across the 
City and the Golding Street defects will be completed in 2019/20 financial 
year. During the course or reinstatement works tree root pruning should be 
considered as an option to minimise future infrastructure damage. 
There are approximately 50,000 street trees within the City of Charles Sturt 
and subsequently Council undertakes a Whole Street Pruning Program (3 
yearly cycle) with each tree being inspected and pruned accordingly, 
primarily to maintain clearances over roads, footpaths and crossovers. In 
addition, individual customer requests can be recorded for additional 
maintenance pruning such as canopy reduction over private property, if 
required. 

Y   Because, I like to mow my nature strip, but it is hard 
around the tree because of the large mound it has 
caused I would prefer not to have a tree, like my 
neighbour across the road. But if I was to select one I 
would like the smaller of the two you have shown the 
"Ornamental Plum". 

The nature strip is approximately 900 millimetres in width and the diameter 
base of the current tree species would develop over a large portion of the 
nature strip width. 

Y   Not nice looking and very messy plus we would like to 
tree moved a little because we are redoing our fence 
and putting an entrance gate where the tree is at the 
moment - Thankyou 

The Callistemon citrinus x viminalis 'Harkness' have a typical growth habit 
for the street environment. Complaints about appearance (unless those 
relating to very poor health or structure) and associated mess the trees 
create is not a valid reason for removal in accordance with Council’s Tree 
and Streetscape Policy. 

Y   (Received via phone msg - resident on oxygen and can't 
post letter) Supportive of Bottlebrush removal - please 
plant Callery Pear 

Noted 

  N Plenty of life left in the bottlebrush's and the alternative 
trees mentioned are just as messy. Also I think they’re a 
little taller as well - What is it going to achieve? 

There are over 60 existing street trees in Golding Street and the Bottlebrush 
are generally semi-mature to mature specimens. The trees being overall in 
good to fair health, the street was not due for replacement planting in the 
immediate future. 



Survey Comments – Golding Street Beverley 

Yes, I support 
the removal 
of the tree 

No, I do not 
support the 
removal of 

the tree 

Comments Council Response 

  N Please leave the bottlebrush trees where they are it’s a 
pleasure to see native birds while out walking. Not like a 
lot of trees they are not Australian or natives make a 
mess all over the footpath pollens affect breathing 
problems badly nobody seems to consider 

The existing tree species Callistemon citrinus x viminalis 'Harkness’ is very 
hardy native tree species which tolerates a wide range of soils. The tree 
species with its beautiful red bottlebrush flowers attracts native nectar 
feeding birds. 
 

  N I am appalled at the proposed wanton destruction of so 
many mature trees. I am surprised that the Council 
would consider undertaking such vandalism. The 
proposal to remove all existing Bottlebrush trees will be 
financially wasteful and result in another visually boring 
and conformist street-scape. The planting of new trees 
will take a decade to reach visually acceptable maturity 
as currently exists with the existing trees.  
I propose that all bottlebrush trees should remain and 
be trimmed and shaped where necessary. When the 
trees are dead or in a deteriorated condition they could 
be replaced.  A mixture of existing Bottlebrush and 
another species such as ornamental pear (if desired), 
would improve the street-scape and make it visually far 
more interesting while saving money. 
If the Council is prepared to consider the destruction of 
all existing mature trees then it should allow this 
alternate proposal to be considered also by residents. 

There are over 60 existing street trees in Golding Street and the Bottlebrush 
are generally semi-mature to mature specimens. The trees being overall in 
good to fair health, the street was not due for replacement planting in the 
immediate future. 
The average cost of the removal is estimated to be $165.00 per tree, with 
the total cost of removing all trees being in the vicinity of $10K. The 
replanting of approximately 80 trees within Golding Street is estimated to 
cost an additional $8K. 
The recommendation should consider introducing a new ornamental tree 
species such as the Pyrus calleryana Callery Pear ‘Capital’ when trees have 
been assessed and approved for removal in accordance with Council’s Tree 
and Streetscape Policy.  
Tree species proposed for replacement planting has been selected on the 
basis of: 
• Plant characteristics which include a tree’s tolerance in paved surfaces, 

pest and disease resistance, life span, root growth characteristics and 
litter potential 

• Available growing space which includes street and verge width 
• Growing conditions (i.e. soil type, aspect, locality etc) 
• Minimising interference to underground and overhead services 
• Availability of the species 
• Neighbouring and surrounding landscape character 



Survey Comments – Golding Street Beverley 

Yes, I support 
the removal 
of the tree 

No, I do not 
support the 
removal of 

the tree 

Comments Council Response 

  N Calary Pear - Native to China and Vietnam 
Ornamental Pear - Central Asian species again 
Bottlebrush - native local tree, produces minimal leaf 
litter, provided food and shelter for native animals, 
birds, insects and skinks. A beautiful native tree, please 
don't remove them because a couple of grumpy 
constituants have nothing better to do than complain. 
*More than willing to contribute to a Council meeting 
on the trees. 

The existing tree species, Callistemon citrinus x viminalis 'Harkness' is a very 
hardy native tree species which tolerates a wide range of soils. The tree 
species with its beautiful red bottlebrush flowers attracts native nectar 
feeding birds. 

 N I cannot see the point of killing native trees.  Please 
don't. Its bird habitat. I think the proposition is 
preposterous. Thankyou - I'm more worried about the 
air quality as the dust and diesel fumes are terrible. 
Adamis Sand & Metal are a disgrace. 

The existing tree species, Callistemon citrinus x viminalis 'Harkness' is a very 
hardy native tree species which tolerates a wide range of soils. The tree 
species with its beautiful red bottlebrush flowers attracts native nectar 
feeding birds. 

 N I like the tree's as they are Noted 
Y  Yes only with another bottlebrush or callery pear. The 

bottlebrush outside my house was damaged in drainage 
works a few years ago. Since the roots were cut the tree 
is barely surviving. I request either a replacement 
bottlebrush or callery pear please - I dislike the 
ornamental plums 

Tree health and condition to be assessed. 
 



Survey Comments – Golding Street Beverley 

Yes, I support 
the removal 
of the tree 

No, I do not 
support the 
removal of 

the tree 

Comments Council Response 

Y  My son has many allergies and the bottlebrush tree 
doesn’t help with his allergies when its in full bloom.  
The trees can make my yard very messy at times with 
the small narrow leaves and seed that get stuck in and 
around the gaps of my car boot/bonnet. I would love to 
see our street more shade through the warmer weather 
and at the moment these trees don’t provide enough, 
that’s why I would love to see a new tree like the Callery 
Pear tree which grows quite big creating more shade. 
Lastly I feel Beverley is a great area but could do with a 
bit of a face lift improving its looks and I feel planting 
new trees could do this 

No supporting health-based evidence or documentation from a medical 
specialist confirming health complications directly attributed from this tree 
species has been provided, which is currently a requirement under Council’s 
Tree and Streetscape Policy. 
Complaints about the trees associated mess they create and appearance 
(unless those relating to very poor health or structure) is not a valid reason 
for removal in accordance with Council’s Tree and Streetscape Policy. 
The recommended replacement tree species for a narrow verge width are 
unlikely to provide additional shading for Golding Street. 

Y  I have only moved in about 4 weeks ago now so I 
haven’t had any real issues as yet with the existing trees 
but I would love to see a new tree planted like the pear 
tree.  The pear tree would improve the look of the 
street and provide more shade during summer time.  
Once a pear tree is fully grown it will help keep the 
street cool. 

The recommended replacement tree species for a narrow verge width are 
unlikely to provide additional shading for Golding Street. 

Y  I support the removal of the trees.  They are ugly, messy 
and straggly. Our street would look so much nicer with 
them replaced.  Also my kids ride scooters, walk up the 
street and these trees constantly are lifting the 
pavement causing injuries. The sooner they are replaced 
the better. The Callery Pear would be a good choice. 

Complaints about the trees associated mess they create and appearance 
(unless those relating to very poor health or structure) is not a valid reason 
for removal in accordance with Council’s Tree and Streetscape Policy. 
There are several individual defects along Golding Street that have been 
identified through the audit as requiring more urgent action. Most of these 
defects are the result of root activity from the street trees.  A program is 
currently being developing to address the 'high priority' defects across the 
City and the Golding Street defects will be completed in 2019/20 financial 
year. During the course or reinstatement works tree root pruning should be 
considered as an option to minimise future infrastructure damage. 
 



Survey Comments – Golding Street Beverley 

Yes, I support 
the removal 
of the tree 

No, I do not 
support the 
removal of 

the tree 

Comments Council Response 

Y  They attract too many bees, which then come into our 
property. Our young children have been stung. The 
bottlebrush makes a lot of mess on our property and 
makes it way into our home and backyard. 

The existing tree species, Callistemon citrinus x viminalis 'Harkness' is a very 
hardy native tree species which tolerates a wide range of soils. The tree 
species with its beautiful red bottlebrush flowers attracts native nectar 
feeding birds and bee activity. 
Complaints about the trees associated mess they create is not a valid 
reason for removal in accordance with Council’s Tree and Streetscape 
Policy. 
 

 N Native birds love those trees, as well as bees. The flower 
longer than the other species and don’t produce nectar 
for lorikeets, rosellas etc. 
Also money could be used to fix the road in Golding 
Street. Bottlebrushes tend to look after themselves in 
drought. 

The existing tree species, Callistemon citrinus x viminalis 'Harkness' is a very 
hardy native tree species which tolerates a wide range of soils. The tree 
species with its beautiful red bottlebrush flowers attracts native nectar 
feeding birds and bee activity. 
There are several individual defects along Golding Street that have been 
identified through the audit as requiring more urgent action. Most of these 
defects are the result of root activity from the street trees.  A program is 
currently being developing to address the 'high priority' defects across the 
City and the Golding Street defects will be completed in 2019/20 financial 
year. During the course or reinstatement works tree root pruning should be 
considered as an option to minimise future infrastructure damage. 
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3.106   LEASE RENEWAL - THE BARBARA KIKER MEMORIAL & THE JEAN HORAN 

KINDERGARTENS  (B432) 
 

Brief 
 

There are five (5) kindergartens within the Council area which are operated by the 
Department for Education and service the City of Charles Sturt families.  The 
current lease agreements will expire on the 31 December 2019.  

 
Two of the kindergartens are located on Community Land; however, the current 
Community Land Management Plans do not adequately support or permit granting 
of a lease or licence over the area.  This means a public consultation around the 
offering of Lease Agreements is mandatory under the Local Government Act, 1999. 

 
Recommendation 

 
1. That the report be received and noted. 
 
2. That Council approve the Community Engagement Approach (Appendix A) 

prepared for the consultation pertaining to the proposed kindergarten 
Lease Agreements in accordance with Section 202 of the Local 
Government Act, 1999. 

 
3. That a further report on the community consultation outcomes are 

brought back to the Asset Management Committee for further 
consideration. 

 
 

 

 
Status 
 
This report relates to or impacts upon the following Community Plan Objectives 2016-2027. 
 
Our Community - A strong and connected community  
• Provide accessible social infrastructure and services that engage our diverse 

community. 
• Capitalise on partnerships, build community resilience and sense of belonging. 
• Create opportunities for community leadership and civic participation. 
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LEASE RENEWAL - THE BARBARA KIKER MEMORIAL & THE JEAN HORAN KINDERGARTENS  
Item 3.106    Continued 
 
Our Liveability - A liveable City of great places 
• City assets and infrastructure are developed and well maintained on a strategic and 

equitable basis. 
 
Our Environment - An environmentally responsible & sustainable City 
• Continue to implement climate change mitigation and adaptation solutions. 
• Enhance the state of the City’s environment and biodiversity. 
• Lead and educate to reduce the City’s impact on the environment and build resilience. 
 
Our Leadership - A leading & transformational Local Government organisation 
• Be bold and innovative in our practices, leadership and decision making. 
• Practise transparent and accountable governance. 
 
Relevant Council policies are: 
 
• Public Consultation Policy 
 
Relevant statutory provisions are: 
 
• Local Government Act, 1999 
• Retail and Commercial Leases Act, 1995 
• Council’s Delegations Register 
 
Background 
 
The Department for Education (the Department) currently occupy five (5) Council owned 
assets to deliver early childhood education to residents.  The kindergartens are funded by 
the Department as part of the public education curriculum and offer fee-free structured 
learning programmes to prepare children for primary school.  The services offered from the 
kindergartens enhance social and community connectivity for City of Charles Sturt families 
and their children.  

 
The Department wholly maintain the assets, including undertaking upgrades and compliance 
components, at no cost to Council or residents.  The Department, as lessee, is also 
responsible for all utilities and outgoings incurred at the properties.  

 
Two of these assets are on Community Land. Despite their long time occupation of the same 
sites over decades, the corresponding Community Land Management Plans indicate a 
consultation prior to extending additional lease terms is mandatory. 
 
Report 
 
The public kindergartens in questions are: 
 
• Barbara Kiker Memorial Kindergarten, Sydney Avenue, Kidman Park 
• Jean Horan Kindergarten, Ross Avenue, Flinders Park 
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LEASE RENEWAL - THE BARBARA KIKER MEMORIAL & THE JEAN HORAN KINDERGARTENS  
Item 3.106    Continued 
 
Barbara Kiker Memorial Kindergarten 

 
The current building originally housed a Progress Association who voluntarily surrendered 
their lease to the Education Department, who opened the Barbara Kiker Memorial 
kindergarten in 1969.  The kindergarten has offered childcare and early childhood education 
services to the Charles Sturt community from this site for 50 years. 

 
All maintenance, insurance, outgoings, compliance aspects, utilities and improvements are 
wholly the responsibility of the Department. 

 
It is the general consensus that the lessee maintains the asset in line with expectation, at no 
cost to Council: the assets are in reasonable condition and the standard of maintenance is 
particularly high to ensure a child safe environment.  

 
The term of lease proposed for this site is five (5) years.  
 
Jean Horan Kindergarten 
 
Many capital works projects have been undertaken at this site, some of which have been a 
shared funding arrangement with Council and much of which has been wholly funded by the 
Department.  The kindergarten has offered childcare and early childhood education services 
to the Charles Sturt community from this site for 34 years. 

 
All maintenance, insurance, outgoings, compliance aspects, utilities and improvements are 
wholly the responsibility of the Department.  It is the general consensus that the lessee 
maintains the asset in line with expectation, at no cost to Council.  

 
The term of lease proposed for this site is five (5) years.  
 
Financial and Resource Implications 
 
There are no ongoing financial or resource implications to consider.  The assets are wholly 
operated, maintained and improved under Department for Education funding. 

 
The consultation, whilst specifically tailored, will cost in the vicinity of $600 for newspaper 
advertising in one local publication.  Existing platforms and resources will be used under 
operational budgets to mitigate cost wherever possible.  
 
Customer Service and Community Implications 
 
The community will continue to have access to long established, quality, government funded 
early childhood education in our area. 
 
Environmental Implications 
 
There are no environmental implications.  
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Community Engagement/Consultation 
(including with community, Council members and staff) 
 
The community engagement approach proposed is attached as Appendix A.  The 
consultation involves  
• targeted mailout to local neighbours impacted by kindergarten activities. 
• published notices in the Weekly Times and Portside Messengers. 
• the City of Charles Sturt website. 
• communication with the Department for Education. 
 
It is recommended that a further report on the community consultation outcomes are 
brought back to the Asset Management Committee for further consideration. 
 
Risk Management/Legislative Implications 
 
Council is required to comply with Section 202 of the Local Government Act 1999 with 
respect to any consideration of alienation of community land and must also ensure that the 
land is managed in accordance the Community Land Management Plan for the land.  
 
The two kindergartens are located on Community Land; however, the current Community 
Land Management Plans do not adequately support or permit granting of a lease or licence 
over the area.  This means a public consultation around the offering of Lease Agreements is 
mandatory under the Local Government Act, 1999. 
 
With regard to risk management, the tenant is already well established at these sites and 
known to the community.  The tenant offers a vital service to our community.  As a state 
government body, Council can be assured they have secured a tenant who will maintain the 
asset with a (child) ‘safety first’ aspect.  Offering a further five (5) year tenancy in well-
established premises is a low risk proposal for Council. 
 
The standardised Lease Agreement, prepared by Council’s solicitors, will be offered to 
ensure consistency with all other Lease and Licence Agreements offered by Council. 
 
Conclusion 
 
These institutions have become part of the fabric of our community and have educated 
generations of the same families in some instances.  The proposed agreements present no 
change to use, but rather an increase in the period of leasing to ensure the continued 
delivery of early childhood education to our residents. 
 
Appendices 
 
Appendix Title of Document No. of Pages TRIM Ref 

A Community Engagement Approach 7  
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APPENDIX A 
 
 
Appendix A consists of 7 pages. 
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Community Engagement Approach for Barbara Kiker 
Memorial kindergarten and Jean Horan kindergarten leases 
 
1. Purpose and Objectives 
 
The renewal of leases is a matter set out in Part 2 of Council’s Public Consultation Policy and follows the public 
consultation steps prescribed in Part 5 (Public Consultation Policies) and Section 202 of the Local Government Act 
1999 by virtue of the existing Community Land Management Plans for the sites. 
 
2. Project Background 
 
The existing lease agreements with the Department for Education (the Department) for the properties known as Jean 
Horan kindergarten (Ross Reserve, Flinders Park) and Barbara Kiker Memorial kindergarten (Walter Kidman Reserve, 
Kidman Park) will expire on 31 December 2019.  The properties have been used to deliver government funded early 
childhood education services to families in our community for 35 and 50 years respectively.  Despite this, the current 
Community Land Management Plans do not identify alienation by lease or licence as an appropriate activity.  This 
means Council is compelled to undertake community consultation regardless of length of Agreement. 
 
3. Consultation Scope 
 
The specific design of the consultation is as per Council’s Public Consultation Policy.  Both of these sites carry a low 
risk in terms of consultation because the proposal is to continue the current arrangement, as has been in place for 
decades. 
 
4. Communities of Interest 
 
Key stakeholders and communities of interest for this project include: 
 

• Mayor and Elected members 
• Families using, or planning to use, the service 
• Local Residents 
• The current tenant 

 
It is of note that directly contacting families using the service, rather than engaging with the Lessee, can in fact cause 
considerable distress where none is needed.  For this reason, the proposal does not engage with the families directly 
but will offer information about the consultation through the Kindergarten Director. 
 
5. Planning Community Engagement and Timeframe 
 
The timeframe for the scope for community engagement includes the following steps 
 

Step Title Description Timeframe 
1.  Prepare 

Approach 
Prepare a community engagement approach in 
relation to the matter. 

October 2019 

2.  Authorise 
Approach 

Obtain authorisation of the community engagement 
approach from the Asset Management Committee  

October 2019 

3.  Undertake 
Community 
Engagement 

The engagement activities include the following, 
which are over and above mandatory and minimum 
requirements of the Act and Council’s PCP: 

October/ November 2019 
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• Advertisement in local Weekly Times 
and Portside Messenger newspapers  

• Mail-out to residents within 200m of 
the properties 

• Information on Council’s website 
• Notification to the lessee’s 

representative, the Senior Property 
Officer at the Department for 
Education, so that the consultation 
information can be shared with the 
Director onsite in an informed and 
diplomatic manner 
 

4.  Consider 
Submissions 

Consider written submissions/feedback received. November 2019 

5.  Prepare 
Report 

Prepare a report for Council which: 

• Summarises the community engagement process 
and outcomes; and 

• Makes recommendations for Council to consider 
when deciding on the matter. 

December 2019 

6.  Council 
Decision 

Council members will consider the report and 
recommendation(s) and decide on the matter. The 
right of a member of the community to address 
Council by way of deputation in support of any 
written submission may be granted at the discretion 
of the Mayor. 

January 2020 

7.  Communicate 
Decision 

Following the decision making process, 
communicate the decision by: 

• Letter to all persons who submitted 
submission/feedback 

• Drawing new Agreements and forwarding 
to the Minister for Education, for execution 

January 2020 

 
Levels of Engagement 
 
The level of engagement for this project is “inform” given the: 
 
• Single issue nature of the matter. 
• No feedback being required for lease content but the opportunity to provide feedback for the alienation of 

land 
• Minor degree of complexity across a localised community of interest. 
• Low degree of impact on the community. 
• Clear process forward. 
• Routine replacement of existing arrangement. 
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Communication and Engagement Techniques and Promotions 
 
The following communication and engagement techniques and promotions are proposed. 
 
• City of Charles Sturt website Yoursay page  
• Letter to current Lessee 
• Mail-out to residents indicated in mailout maps 
• Notices in two (2) Messenger newspapers relevant to the sites 

 
6. Reporting on Community Engagement 
 
All submissions/feedback received will be reviewed and a report submitted to Council with appropriate 
recommendations for the future lease agreement terms and period. 
 
7. Budget 
 
The resources required to plan, deliver and report on the public consultation include the following: 
 

Resource Requirement Budget Estimate 
Internal administration costs associated with drafting the Agreements and 
preparation of associated key messages and documents 

Covered by recurrent 
operational budget 

Use of City of Charles Sturt website, Charles Sturt YourSay site, and City of 
Charles Sturt’s social media platforms 

Covered by recurrent 
operational budget 

Mail-out to residents (200m radius) and current tenants – approx. 400 copies, 
hand delivered, approx 2hr wages (light duties staff)  

Covered by recurrent 
operational budget 

2 x Messenger News advertisements, repeated once across period $2,000 
Total $2,000 

 
8. Risk Management 
 
The key issues and risks for Council if a community engagement approach is not delivered, or not delivered well, 
include: 
 
• Legislative breach. 
• Media interest. 
• Reputational risks. 
 
9. Approval of the Community Engagement Approach 
 
Seek Council approval for the community engagement approach via the Asset Management Committee. 
 
Appendix A – Proposed letter to residents 
Appendix B – Plan of proposed mail-out area 
Appendix C – Proposed Notice for publication 
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Appendix A – Letter to residents 
 
 
 
Dear Resident,  
 

Renewal of kindergarten lease – Barbara Kiker Memorial Kindergarten / Jean Horan Kindergarten  
(delete whichever does not apply) 

 
The City of Charles Sturt is proposing to offer a five (5) year lease to the Department for Education over the site 
known as (insert kindergarten name). This will enable the Department to continue to offer early childhood 
education services to families in the City of Charles Sturt. 
 
The plan of the area proposed to be offered to the Department for Education is indicated below. 
 
Barbara Kiker Memorial Kindergarten / Jean Horan Kindergarten (delete whichever does not apply) 
 

                  
 
The site is located on Community Land.  The Local Government Act, 1999 requires Council to consult with the 
community when alienating areas of Community Land for exclusive lease or licence. 
 
Council is seeking feedback with regard to the consent or objection to offer a lease to the Department for 
Education for a five (5) year period over the area indicated. 
 
Feedback for the proposal may be submitted via the Council website https://yoursaycharlessturt.com.au or 
written submissions should be sent to the Commercial Property Management Officer, City of Charles Sturt, 
PO Box 1 Woodville 5011 or by email to council@charlessturt.sa.gov.au by 5pm Friday 29 November 2019. 
 
Sincerely 
 
L Golley 
Commercial Property Management Officer 
Property Services 
City of Charles Sturt 
8408 1111 
  

https://yoursaycharlessturt.com.au/
https://yoursaycharlessturt.com.au/
mailto:council@charlessturt.sa.gov.au
mailto:council@charlessturt.sa.gov.au
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Appendix B – Plan of proposed mail-out areas 
 
Barbara Kiker Memorial Kindergarten – indicated in green 
 

 
 

Jean Horan Kindergarten – indicated in green 
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Appendix C – Proposed Notice for publication 
 
 
Alienation of Community Land by Lease – Ross Reserve and Walter Kidman Reserve 
 
Notice is hereby given that, pursuant to the provisions of Section 202 of the Local Government Act 1999, the City of 
Charles Sturt proposes to grant a lease to the Department for Education for a period of 5 years to allow the 
continuation of early childhood education services delivered from  
 

the Jean Horan Kindergarten (Ross Reserve, Ross Ave, Flinders Park); and  
the Barbara Kiker Memorial Kindergarten (Walter Kidman Reserve, Sydney Ave, Kidman Park). 
 
The plan of the areas can be inspected at www.charlessturt.sa.gov.au  
A copy of the plan will be sent to interested persons on request. 
 
Feedback for the proposal may be submitted via the Council website https://yoursaycharlessturt.com.au or 
written submissions should be sent to the Coordinator, Property Services, PO Box 1 Woodville 5011 by 5pm Friday 
29th November 2019.  
 
Paul Sutton, Chief Executive Officer.  

http://www.charlessturt.sa.gov.au/
http://www.charlessturt.sa.gov.au/
https://yoursaycharlessturt.com.au/
https://yoursaycharlessturt.com.au/
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TO: Asset Management Committee 
 
FROM: General Manager Asset Management Services 
 
DATE: 21 October 2019 
 
 

 

 
3.107 ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES CAPITAL WORKS & OPERATING PROGRAM 

VARIATIONS  (B7502, B536) 
 

Brief 
 

This report identifies changes to the Total Budget Expenditure for Capital Works 
and/or Annual Operating Projects that arise when budgeted savings are proposed 
to be used to offset costs over runs on a project that result from consultation 
outcomes, changed scope of works or tendering and procurement 
processes.  These changes have nil effect on the total program for Capital and/or 
Annual Operating Budgets.  Where there is an effect on the budgeted financial 
statements (shift between renewal and new/upgrade projects) adjustments will be 
referred to the next quarterly review. 
 
Recommendation 
 
1. That the following variations to the Capital Works Program or Annual 

Operating Program be approved and adjusted in the Financial Statements 
at the next quarterly review as they involve transfers between renewal 
and new/upgrade works and or new projects to be funded by unbudgeted 
income:- 

 
a. The scope of work for the Gleneagles Reserve Clubroom 

Redevelopment (Project 3008) upgrade project be adjusted to 
accommodate the loose furniture requirements of the Club. Savings 
in the building project have been achieved. 
 

b. The scope of work for the Public Lighting New 2019/2020 (Project 
3096) be adjusted to accommodate the new carpark lighting in the 
new carpark on Brocas Avenue.  Project savings have been achieved 
due to competitive procurement. 

 
2. That the following variations to the Capital Works Program be approved 

and budgets or scope adjusted accordingly:- 
 
 Nil  
 
3. That by endorsing the variations listed in 1. above, Council is endorsing a 

variation to the approved Asset Management Plan renewal schedule 
where relevant. 
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ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES CAPITAL WORKS & OPERATING PROGRAM VARIATIONS    
Item 3.107    Continued 
 
Status 
 
This report relates to or impacts upon the following Community Plan Objectives 2016-2027. 
 
Our Leadership - A leading & transformational Local Government organisation 
• Adaptive and sustainable management of the City’s finances. 
 
Background 
 
The Capital Works and Annual Operating Program for 2019/20 was approved by Council at 
its meeting of 8 July 2019.  Variations to some projects are required following identification 
of site specific issues, tendering processes and/or consultation outcomes resulting in scope 
changes or to assist project reporting.  These variations are described in the report below 
and budget adjustments result in changes to the total budgeted expenditure for a capital or 
annual operating project but have nil impact across the total program. In addition, any 
changes will be reflected in updates to the approved Asset Management Plans and related 
Works Program where relevant. 
 
Report 
 
Capital Works Program or Annual Operating Program requiring adjustment to the 
Financial Statement 
 
1. Gleneagles Reserve Clubroom Redevelopment (3008) 
 
Savings have been achieved in the project budget for the construction of the new Woodville 
Rugby clubroom.  The new building has been delivered with all the fixed requirements for 
the club to operate effectively and efficiently into the future and accommodate members, 
visitors and female participants. The building has been handed over and full training has 
been provided.  The Club has a requirement for new loose furniture including function room 
tables and chairs to cater for 200 patrons ($24,959.00), Bar Tables and Stools ($4,800.00), 
Crockery Cutlery and Glassware (estimated $5,000.00) and various pieces of gym equipment 
($15,357.00).  
 
It is proposed to use the savings in the project to fund these requirements.  $50,116.00 + 
GST is available for this purpose which is consistent with the club request.  Quotes will be 
requested from the club to ensure council’s procurement policy is being adhered to and the 
funds will be paid directly to the club. It is envisaged that this contribution will be reflected 
by an increase in Council’s equity within the building. 
 
2.    Public Lighting New 19/20 (3096) 
 
A new carpark with 34 spaces is under construction in the St Clair Precinct Development 
next to the new tennis courts on Brocas Avenue.  The carpark is under a shared use 
arrangement with the Woodville High School. 
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ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES CAPITAL WORKS & OPERATING PROGRAM VARIATIONS    
Item 3.107    Continued 
 
The community will benefit from the use of this additional carpark in peak carparking 
demand times when sporting events are occurring within the precinct and within the 
recreation centre.  At present overflow carparking is spilling onto the playing fields during 
peak demand on weekends which is not desirable.  To facilitate the safe use of this 
additional carpark, lighting is required.  It is proposed to increase the scope in the project 
and  use project savings achieved within the Public Lighting New Project (3096) to fund the 
new lights in this carpark. $25,000 is required to fund this work. 
 
Capital Works Program or Annual Operating Program requiring budget or scope 
adjustment 
 
Nil 
 
Financial and Resource Implications 
 
1. Capital Works Program or Annual Operating Program requiring adjustment to the 

Financial Statement 
 

Approved 
Projects 2019/20 

Project Type 
(Renewal, 

New/Upgrade) 

Project 
Number 

Approved 
Budget 
Amount 

New 
Proposed 

Budget 
Amount 

Variance Reason for 
Change 

1. Gleneagles 
Reserve 
Clubroom 
Redevelopment  
 

Upgrade  3008 1,386,165 1,386,165 Nil Savings 
have been 
achieved to 
fund the 
proposed 
change of 
scope for 
loose 
furniture 

2. Public Lighting 
New  

New 3096 275,000 275,000 Nil Savings 
have been 
achieved to 
enable new 
lighting to 
be 
provided in 
Brocas 
Carpark in 
the St Clair 
Precinct  
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ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES CAPITAL WORKS & OPERATING PROGRAM VARIATIONS    
Item 3.107    Continued 
 
2. Capital Works Program or Annual Operating Program requiring budget or scope 

adjustment 
 
Nil 
 
Customer Service and Community Implications 
 
The Capital Works and Annual Operating Program variations have arisen for a variety of 
reasons and involve improving or modifying service levels provided by the various assets 
managed by council in response to community need. 
 
Environmental Implications 
 
There are no environmental implications. 
 
Community Engagement/Consultation 
 
There are no Community Engagement implications. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The Capital Works and Annual Operating Program variations in this report are in response to 
budget savings, consultation outcomes, or changed scope of works and do not require an 
overall change to the existing aggregated capital works and operating budget allocation for 
2019/20.  Amendments will be made to the relevant work plan and Asset Management Plan. 
 
Appendices 
 
Nil 
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TO: Asset Management Committee 
 
FROM: Project Manager – Port Road Drainage 
 
DATE: 21 October 2019 
 
 

 

 
3.108 PORT ROAD DRAINAGE & LANDSCAPING PROJECT – UPDATE REPORT SEPTEMBER 

2019  (B6174) 
 

Brief 
 

This report serves to provide an update on the status of the Port Road Drainage 
Project. 

 
Recommendation 

 
1. That the report be received and noted. 

 
2. That further reports be provided to Council updating the progress on Stage 

3 of the Project. 
 
 

 

 
Status 
 
This report relates to or impacts upon the following Community Plan Objectives 2016-2027. 
 
Our Liveability - A liveable City of great places 
• City assets and infrastructure are developed and well maintained on a strategic and 

equitable basis. 
• Enhance the quality and diversity of open and public spaces. 
 
Our Leadership - A leading & transformational Local Government organisation 
• Adaptive and sustainable management of the City’s finances. 
 
Relevant Council policies are: 
 
• Asset Management Policy 
• Environmental Sustainability Plan 
• Risk Management Policy 
• Procurement Policy 
• Stormwater Management Plan Port Road Catchment 
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PORT ROAD DRAINAGE & LANDSCAPING PROJECT – UPDATE REPORT SEPTEMBER 2019  
Item 3.108    Continued 
 
Relevant statutory provisions are: 
 
• Local Government Act 1999 
• Natural Resources Management Act 2004 
• Development Act 1993 
 
Background 
 
CL 09/07/2007, Item 6.80 AM 19/02/2018, Item 3.11 
CL 01/04/2011, Item 6.69 AM 19/03/2018, Item 3.21 
CL 05/11/2013, Item 6.197 AM 16/04/2018, Item 3.23 
CL 23/06/2014, Item 6.89 AM 21/05/2018, Item 3.35 
AM 16/03/2015, Item 3.33 AM 18/06/2018, Item 3.42 
AM 21/09/2015, Item 3.115 AM 16/07/2018, Item 3.52 
AM 16/05/2016, Item 3.40 AM 20/08/2018, Item 3.59 
AM 21/11/2016, Item 3.118 AM 17/09/2018, Item 3.65 
AM 18/04/2017, Item 3.30 CL 22/10/2018, Item 6.112 
AM 19/06/2017, Item 3.53 CL 12/03/2019, Item 6.38 
AM 17/07/2017, Item 3.60 AM 20/05/2019, Item 3.48 
AM 21/08/2017, Item 3.72 AM 17/06/2019, Item 3.63 
AM 18/09/2017, Item 3.79 AM 15/07/2019, Item 3.73 
AM 16/10/2017, Item 3.87 AM 19/08/2019, Item 3.86 
AM 20/11/2017, Item 6.144 AM 16/09/2019, Item 3.101 
 
A Council report titled “Port Road Drainage & Landscaping Project – Update Report August 
2019” was received by Council in September 2019.  The report detailed progress to date 
including: 
 
• Drainage construction through to chainage 750 of 2300. 
• Detention tank installation completed with backfill underway. 
• Site tours were held with elected members as well as adjacent Council staff and 

relevant State Government employees. 
• An update on the project budget and expected expenditure. 
 
This report outlines the progress made since that time. 
 
Report 
 
Port Road Drainage & Landscaping Project – Stage 3 
 
September was a busy month with the installation of the main drainage continuing through 
to chainage 1060 of 2300.  This included two weekends crossing Kilkenny Road working day 
and night to re-open the road in time for Monday morning traffic each time. 
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PORT ROAD DRAINAGE & LANDSCAPING PROJECT – UPDATE REPORT SEPTEMBER 2019  
Item 3.108    Continued 
 
The upgrade of the Balmoral Street carpark is continuing well with kerbing, pavement layers 
and line marking completed.  The lighting conduits and poles have also been installed.  
Construction of the tree pits has commenced, and irrigation will be rolled out during 
October. 
 
Unfortunately, during September’s drainage works, there was an incident on site resulting in 
the damage of a regulated river red gum’s roots and following assessment by an 
independent arborist, the tree required immediate removal due to the risk it presented to 
public safety.  Council staff are currently working through with the Contractor to determine 
the events that lead to this outcome, as well as what replacement trees will be incorporated 
into the landscaping design.  Please note, these changes will be undertaken at the 
Contractors cost. 
 
In more positive news, during September, Council staff together with the Stormwater 
Management Authority presented to Public Works Committee in relation to the State 
Government’s funding of this project.  Following the hearing, a report was tabled in 
parliament and the funding has been formally approved.  This now enables the Stormwater 
Management Authority to make progress payments to Council based on progress to agreed 
milestones. 
 
Port Road Drainage – Lateral Upgrades 2018/2019 (Clovelly Avenue Design) 
 
Council’s design consultant has determined a suitable alignment for the new drain that will 
improve the drainage standard within the Clovelly Avenue Catchment. The consultant will 
now undertake the detailed design of the preferred option. This detailed design is expected 
to be completed by December 2019.  
 
Financial and Resource Implications 
 
This month there was no change to the available budget for this project, which is presented 
below: 
 
Source Value 
Council 2018/19 $4,858,000 (excludes income not received) 
Council 2019/20 $15,380,000 
Council 2020/21 $1,550,000 
Council 2021/22 -$1,250,000 
Stormwater Management Authority $5,000,000 (estimated) 
Department of Planning, Transport and 
Infrastructure 

$400,000 

Total $25,938,000 
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PORT ROAD DRAINAGE & LANDSCAPING PROJECT – UPDATE REPORT SEPTEMBER 2019  
Item 3.108    Continued 
 
During September, the project was presented to Public Works Committee. At the hearing a 
number of questions were asked and answered, culminating with the committee supporting 
the project and authorising the Stormwater Management Authority to proceed with 
payments to Council. Council is now in a position to make progress claims to the SMA as the 
works continue. 
 
From an expenditure perspective, the following breakdown shows the current expectation: 
 
Item Cost 
Leed Contract Sum $17,759,748 
Variations approved as at 30 Sept 2019 $646,629 
Known Upcoming variations (estimate) $575,000 
Project Management Costs (estimate) $300,000 
Project Contingency $3,500,000 
Total $22,781,377 
 
The variations approved and upcoming cover a range of items. Some of these were known 
items prior to the contract awarded, however could not be priced prior to signing of the 
contract (eg: Service Authority fees and charges), where others are as a result of latent 
conditions. A number of the variations are minor changes that come from coordination of a 
major, multi-faceted project where coordination between the various disciplines requires 
modifications on site during construction. One of the larger variations was to change the 
drainage pipe to a culvert in order to save the cost of a service relocation. Typically, the 
service relocation would be undertaken due to hydraulic efficiencies, however the 
significant cost from the service authority lead to the decision to modify the drainage 
design. This appears as a variation to Leed’s contract, however ultimately is a saving to the 
overall project as we didn’t have to pay a higher cost to the service authority for the 
relocation. Finally, the major changes came to SA Water’s scope. Unfortunately, despite 
several years notice, SA Water had not produced the designs required at the time of tender. 
These designs have since come through and variations have been approved to include the 
scope once finalised.  The variations are all well within budget as many were known and 
budgeted. 
 
It is noted that the projected costs are approximately $3million less than the available 
budget.  As the works progress, if these funds are not required, it is expected the 2020/21 
and 2021/22 budget bids will be decreased, however at this stage, the requested funds will 
be retained as the nature of the work mean significant cost variations are possible. 
 
Customer Service and Community Implications 
 
Prior to the site works commencing, local residents and businesses were notified of the 
forthcoming works.  There will be some minor traffic disruptions throughout the works. 
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PORT ROAD DRAINAGE & LANDSCAPING PROJECT – UPDATE REPORT SEPTEMBER 2019  
Item 3.108    Continued 
 
Environmental Implications 
 
The removal of up to 52 Regulated and Significant trees has been completed.  Following the 
completion of the drainage works, each section will be re-landscaped with irrigation 
followed by the planting of trees, plants, shrubs, grasses and roll out turf. 
 
Community Engagement/Consultation 
 
A community drop-in session was held with affected residents and businesses on Tuesday, 
5 February 2019 at the Civic Centre.  A number of residents attended to find out more 
information about the proposed works within Stage 3.  To ensure the community are kept 
up to date throughout the construction phase, regular updates are posted on the Council 
website as well as through Social Media. 
 
Risk Management/Legislative Implications 
 
There are no risk management or legislative implications. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The Stage 3 drainage and landscaping upgrades continue to progress along Port Road with 
the drainage works having crossed Kilkenny Road.  The works are expected to be completed 
by December 2020. 
 
Appendices 
 
Nil 
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TO: Asset Management Committee 
 
FROM: Manager Open Space Recreation & Property 
 
DATE: 21 October 2019 
 
 

 

 
3.109   ST CLAIR RECREATION PRECINCT PROJECT – UPDATE REPORT SEPTEMBER 2019  

(B10320) 
 

Brief 
 

This report serves to provide an update on the status of the St Clair Recreation 
Centre Precinct Project. 
 
Recommendation 

 
1. That the report be received and noted. 
 
2. That Council acknowledge the August 2019 Performance Report provided 

by the YMCA SA (Appendix A). 
 

3. That further monthly reports be provided to Council updating the progress 
on the Project. 

 
 

 

 
Status 
 
This report relates to or impacts upon the following Community Plan Objectives 2016-2027. 
 
Our Community - A strong and connected community  
• Provide accessible social infrastructure and services that engage our diverse 

community. 
• Capitalise on partnerships, build community resilience and sense of belonging. 
 
Our Liveability - A liveable City of great places 
• An urban environment that is adaptive to a changing and growing City. 
• City assets and infrastructure are developed and well maintained on a strategic and 

equitable basis. 
• Create valued urban places that bring people together and reflect local character and 

identity. 
• Enhance the quality and diversity of open and public spaces. 
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ST CLAIR RECREATION PRECINCT PROJECT – UPDATE REPORT SEPTEMBER 2019  Item 3.109 
     Continued 
 
Our Economy - An economically thriving City 
• Lead regional collaboration to promote the Western Adelaide economy. 
• Support and enable local business prosperity and growth. 
• Facilitate an environment for a diversity of business and industry types. 
 
Our Leadership - A leading & transformational Local Government organisation 
• Be bold and innovative in our practices, leadership and decision making. 
• Adaptive and sustainable management of the City’s finances. 
 
Relevant Council policies are: 
 
• Public Consultation Policy 
 
Relevant statutory provisions are: 
 
• NCC – National Construction Code 2016 
• Local Government Act 1999 
• Development Act 1993 
 
Executive Summary  
 
The St Clair Recreation Precinct is currently in its final stages with the Recreation Centre now 
complete and the remainder of the Precinct works to be finalised in the 19/20 financial year.  
The project is a combination of several projects included within the St Clair Recreation 
Precinct Master Plan, along with additional works at the Woodville Oval Complex to 
accommodate the newly amalgamated Woodville Orion Tennis Club. 
 
Background 
 
CL 23/02/2015, Item 6.37 
AM 19/10/2015, Item 3.119 
CL 08/02/2016, Item 6.18 
AM 18/07/2016, Item 3.64 
CL 23/01/2017, Item 6.11 
CL 24/04/2017, Item 6.45 
CL 25/09/2017, Item 6.109 
AM 19/03/2018, Item 3.22 
AM 16/04/2018, Item 3.24 
AM 21/05/2018, Item 3.36 
AM 18/06/2018, Item 3.43 
AM 16/07/2018, Item 3.53  
 

AM 20/08/2018, Item 3.60 
AM 17/09/2018, Item 3.66 
CL 11/02/2019, Item 6.23 
AM 18/02/2019, Item 3.15 
AM 18/03/2019, Item 3.26 
AM 15/04/2019, Item 3.35 
AM 20/05/2019, Item 3.49 
AM 17/06/2019, Item 3.64 
AM 15/07/2019, Item 3.74 
AM 19/08/2019, Item 3.87 
AM 16/09/2019, Item 3.102 
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     Continued 
Report 
 
Regional Play Space and Civil Works 
 
A contract has been awarded and contractors have commenced onsite for both the upgrade 
of Brocas Avenue, tennis courts and the new regional play space construction. 
 
The site has been established and construction work has commenced including demolition 
of the existing tennis courts, lighting, Brocas Avenue kerb and gutter and the bitumen road 
surface.  The installation of the main irrigation lines and various construction elements are 
complete for the play space. The stormwater pipework installation is complete for the new 
car parking and road on Brocas Avenue.  Base preparation is now in progress ready for the 
new kerb and gutter installation scheduled for mid-October.  All work is forecast for 
completion in late December 2019. 
 

 
Brocas Avenue after demolition ready for base preparation. 
 

 
Playspace construction   
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Skate Park 
 
CONVIC skate park contractors have provided documentation for planning consent and are 
currently producing documentation relevant for the building rules consent approval process.  
A development application has been lodged for planning only. It is anticipated that planning 
consent will be received in early October.  Full development approval (planning and building 
rules consent) will be sought thereafter, noting that full development consent is required 
before any work can commence on-site. 
 
Woodville Oval Complex Tennis Court Upgrade 
 
The construction contract has been awarded to Prestige Sports & Earthmoving 
Constructions Pty Ltd.  The contractor is nearing completion. Practical completion is 
scheduled for late October 2019 which will conclude all the works required in accordance 
within the Memorandum of Understanding between Council and the Woodville Orion Tennis 
Club.  
 
Centre Management 
 
In line with the Management Agreement with the YMCA SA, monthly data is being collated 
and meetings held with Council administration and the YMCA to monitor the ongoing 
progress in relation to financial performance, utilisation, attendance, KPIs and other relevant 
matters.  These are formally reported to Council by way of a monthly Performance Report.  
A summary of August’s monthly activity is contained within Appendix A.  Some of the key 
points within the report include:  
 
• August’s financial performance saw a positive result to budget of $9.5k showing a 

profit of $16.8k for the month.  The main factor for the positive result was the return 
of stadium sports for semester two.  

• Year to date performance shows a net profit of $14,709, this is $4,589 more than  
budget forecast.  

• The café returned a positive income of $3.9k above budget.  
• Total participation rates for the stadium for August were 36,706, an increase of 

11,201 from July.   
• Casual usage has also increased from July.  
 
Stakeholder Engagement 
 
Liaison with stakeholders from the Woodville High School, the Vipers Soccer Association, North 
West Junior Soccer Association, Woodville District Cricket Club, Step Into Life Woodville are 
continuing. Clubs are provided regular updates regarding project timing, procurement processes 
and works associated with the completion of the project.  The Stakeholders are currently being 
consulted in relation to the design features proposed within the new unisex changeroom 
facilities adjacent to Oval two.  
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These ongoing communications provide opportunities for stakeholders to also raise any 
concerns associated with project timing and works. 
 
Financial and Resource Implications 
 
At the meeting of Council held 11 February 2019 (CL 11/2/2019, Item 6.23), Council 
considered a report in which the projected costs were presented and approved.  A detailed 
financial report (refer Appendix B) is attached outlining the sub project elements, 
committed costs and forecast to complete including variances where relevant.  The report 
includes all sub projects yet to be completed; WIP budget and the Council approved 19/20 
budget.  
 
Customer Service and Community Implications  
 
The completion of all Precinct works will significantly benefit our community.  The delivery 
of the project and targeted services and programs will engage, empower, build resilience 
and support a strong and connected community. 
 
It will deliver accessible infrastructure for passive and active recreation to engage our 
diverse community in a way which will continue to foster connections and increase civic 
participation. 
 
Environmental Implications 
 
The environmental implications during construction are controlled through an 
environmental risk assessment and include items such as recycling of demolition materials, 
dust management and stormwater management.  A total of 202 new trees will be planted, 
resulting in a net gain of 20 trees within the precinct. 
 
The YMCA SA has undertaken an initial energy audit to consider energy saving initiatives, 
opportunities and reduced operating costs.  As a result, timers have now been placed on all 
lights and air conditioning in the Centre.  Lighting in the foyers and hallway have been split 
on the control panels to allow YMCA to use natural light where possible.  This has resulted in 
over $1000 of energy cost savings this quarter.  The efficiency of the centre when compared 
to the Marion Recreation Centre (2 court stadium) is comparable in relation to electricity 
costs.  This is primarily due to the lighting at St Clair being fully adjustable segregated LED 
lighting which has made a significant contribution to energy savings. Further, the YMCA has 
now implemented a lighting guide for the Centre for use by all staff and stakeholders.  
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Community Engagement/Consultation 
 
Consultation results are currently being collated in relation to the proposed toilet and 
servery building located on Brocas Avenue between Ovals 3 and 4.  The consultation was 
required as a result of community concerns expressed in November 2018, at which time a 
development application was lodged for the proposed development.  An on on-site meeting 
was held with Cr Watson, Cr Nguyen and Council Officers in December 2018, and given the 
nature of concerns raised, the application was withdrawn from the planning system and the 
community advised additional consultation would be undertaken at a later date. 
 
Council staff have since considered the concerns raised as part of this initial statutory 
notification process and made changes to the design (building orientation, materials and 
finishes, landscaping) and have again presented information to the community for further 
consultation. 
 
The consultation materials used have attempted to provide visual context, be eye catching 
and include simple questions – to ensure as much feedback is captured as possible. 
 
The consolidated consultation results will be presented to Council for consideration in 
November 2019. 
 
Risk Management/Legislative Implications 
 
A project risk assessment was conducted, and risks identified prior to the design and 
construct tender release.  Various risks were identified, and control measures were 
implemented to manage the risk.  A project steering group has been appointed to oversee 
the balance of the project and will review extreme and high risk and control measures 
throughout the project. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The works on the wider precinct including the play space, playground, skate park, tennis 
courts and additional car parking will continue into the 2019/20 financial year.  The future 
works forecast was presented to Council on 11 February 2019 and approved, enabling the 
project vision to be achieved.  Following the community consultation in relation to the 
St Clair Precinct Final Master Plan, the final project components can be delivered. 
 
Appendices 
 

Appendix Title of Document No. of Pages TRIM Ref 
A YMCA Monthly Report – August 2019 1 19/272591 
B St Clair Budget Project Summary 1  
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3.110 WEST BEACH ROCK SEA WALL & LANDSCAPING PROJECT – UPDATE REPORT 

SEPTEMBER 2019  (B4429) 
 

Brief 
 

This report serves to provide an update on the status of the West Beach Rock Sea 
Wall Project. 
 
Recommendation 

 
1. That the report be received and noted. 
 
2. That further monthly reports be provided to Council updating the progress 

on the Project. 
 

 

 

 
Status 
 
This report relates to or impacts upon the following Community Plan Objectives 2016-2027. 
 
Our Liveability - A liveable City of great places 
• City assets and infrastructure are developed and well maintained on a strategic and 

equitable basis. 
• Drive an integrated, responsive transport system and network. 
• Enhance the quality and diversity of open and public spaces. 
 
Our Environment – An environmentally responsible and sustainable city. 
• Continue to implement climate change mitigation and adaption solutions. 
 
Relevant Council policies are: 
 
• Open Space Asset Management Plan 
• Asset Management Policy 
• Procurement Policy 
• Prudential Review Policy 
• Risk Management Policy 
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Relevant statutory provisions are: 
 
• Coast Protection Act 1972 
• Crown Land Management Act 2009 
• Local Government Act 1999 
• Development Act 1993 
 
Background 
 
AM 16/02/15, Item 3.18 
CL 13/04/15, Item 6.59 
AM 15/02/16, Item 3.04 
CL 27/06/16, Item 6.78 
CL 12/12/16, Item 6.165 
CL 24/07/17, Item 6.79 
CL 24/07/17, Item 6.79 
CL 22/01/18, Item 11.01 
CL 13/03/18, Item 6.23 
CL 23/07/18, Item 6.74 

CL 10/09/18, Item 6.90 
AM 18/02/19, Item 3.16 
AM 18/03/19, Item 3.27 
AM 15/04/19, Item 3.36 
AM 20/05/19, Item 3.50 
AM 17/06/19, Item 3.65 
AM 15/07/19, Item 3.75 
AM 19/08/19, Item 3.88 
AM 16/09/19, Item 3.103 

 
 
Report 
 
The West Beach Rock Wall was originally damaged during significant storms in May 2015 
and deteriorated further during the May 2016 storms and tidal event.  The City of Charles 
Sturt is responsible for the central and northern sections of the wall with West Beach Parks 
responsible for the southern section to the west of their land.  Stakeholder needs as well as 
environmental and climate change impacts have been considered in the design for the 
rebuild of the rock sea wall. 
 
In adopting the recommendations of CL 22/01/18, Item 11.01, the West Beach Rock Sea 
Wall Reconstruction project was again released for open market tender in September 2018.  
The outcome of this was a more competitive response in both number of bids and pricing.  
After an assessment process the contract was awarded to Lucas TCS and works commenced 
on site in October 2018 to reconstruct the central section of the rock wall which runs from 
the old access ramp south of the West Beach Surf Lifesaving Club (WBSLSC), south to the 
boardwalk at the Adelaide Shores Caravan Park. 
 
Final signoff on the design for the required sheet piling caused a minor delay prior to 
construction works being undertaken in earnest. 
 
The works for this central section of approximately 280m has been divided into 6 roughly 
equal lengths.  The first of these sections being constructed is immediately south of the 
WBSLSC.  Work will progress sequentially south upon completion of each preceding section. 
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The scope of works for the Central section of the rock wall reconstruction includes: 
 
• Installation of sheet piles - To form a coffer-dam protecting the works from high and 

storm tides whilst under construction and facilitating works to be undertaken where 
incoming water would otherwise prevent this from being possible. 

• Stripping of existing rock – Material from existing rock wall is removed, salvaged 
where suitable and disposed of where specification does not permit its re-use. 

• Earthworks - To achieve new rock wall base profile.  Exposed earth and sand bank is 
then trimmed with excavators to design profile according to consultant’s issued plans. 

• Laying of geotextile membrane – This is an important step in ensuring the durability of 
the new structure.  This membrane’s purpose is to prevent erosion of fines from 
behind the wall and thereby inhibit localised slumping and failure. 

• Placement of rock – Rock is placed in 3 layers of differing gradations.  Lowest layers 
are comprised of smaller rock finishing at a layer of primary armour rock on top. 

• Retaining wall – Precast retaining wall panels are installed on an engineered base to 
enable the upper section of wall to be robust and allow a wider space for public use 
once backfilling has taken place. 

• Installation of new stormwater – overland flow from Seaview Rd is collected in 
drainage pits and will be routed via new pipework through the new works to outlets 
on the exterior of the rock wall. 

• Sheet piles are then removed and transferred to the adjoining section of works and 
the stage is cycled through again.  

• Following completion of the wall works, the concrete shared use path, fencing and 
handrailing will be installed.  

• Finally, landscaping works including irrigation, roll-out turf and some planting will be 
constructed. 

• A staging area for the Northern Section of the rock wall will be located to the south of 
the West Beach Surf Lifesaving Clubroom resulting in the path and landscaping not 
being completed in that area until the northern section is completed. 

 
On the evening of 10 July 2019, a strong storm event caused the protective sheet pile wall to 
fail.  Consequently, works in progress which had not been protected by rock placement were 
eroded significantly.  A section of this unprotected bank had been undermined appreciably 
and caused the pre-cast concrete panels above it to collapse. 
 
Staff have been working with the contractor to remedy this situation and progress the 
project to completion.  The contractor is making a claim on their insurance and awaiting 
further feedback from the assessor.  The protective sheet pile wall required replacement 
and the bank has also undergone remedial earthworks.  The pre-cast panels which collapsed 
have been inspected and have been deemed irreparable and have now been replaced. 
 
Construction works were suspended and the final completion date for the central rock wall 
section rebuild has needed to be extended.  An updated program reflecting the revised 
construction timeframes has now been provided by the contractor.  There is not expected to 
be any commercial implications for Council as a result of the storm damage. 
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In early August the contractor re-commenced the works from the Southern termination 
point heading back toward the section which was damaged from the storm event of July 10.  
At Councils request, the contractor have engaged a geotechnical engineering consultant to 
review and endorse their methodology for these remedial earthworks.  Additionally, the 
consultant provided on-site supervision to these works for their duration. 
 
Council initiated the production of replacement pre-cast L wall panels (9 of) through the 
same supplier that has provided these panels throughout the contract works. 
 
All pre-cast L wall panels for the last two sections have now been installed.  Further works 
including backfill behind these panels and completion of rock works on the sea-ward side 
has also been completed. 
 
Notices explaining this delay to the works were sent to residents in the local vicinity.  
Additionally, the major projects section of Council’s website was updated to reflect this 
extended date and provide the reasoning behind the timing change. 
 
Council staff undertook community engagement regarding the removal of the low stone wall 
90m South of the West Beach Surf Life Saving Club which was considered by the Committee 
at its May meeting.  In summary the engagement supported removal of the wall.  
 
All rock works for the central section have now been completed, excepting localised 
requirements surrounding the staircase.  The contractor is presently reinstating the sand 
pumping mains and will commence preparing the rubble sub-base for the concrete shared 
user path from week commencing 7th October. 
 
The centrally located staircase design and pricing has been confirmed and these works will 
start towards the end of October.  
 
The contractor has tidied rock around the Southern section adjacent the West Beach Park’s 
boardwalk and will remove the surplus rock on the beach to be utilised in the North rock 
wall reconstruction which envelops the West Beach Surf Life Saving Club (WBSLSC). 
 
Preliminary works for this Northern section of works are under way and it is anticipated 
these works will start in earnest towards the end of October. 
 
Following the completion of the central section of the Rock Wall, the landscaping, lighting 
upgrade and Coast Path works will be undertaken to create an inviting environment along 
the West Beach coast. 
 
It has been determined that it will be more cost effective for the irrigation, landscaping, 
demolition and electrical lighting ancillary works to be undertaken with internal construction 
resources and supplemented with some existing panel contractors.  
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The procurement for these elements of work have been undertaken and these will 
commence once the main contractor has completed their works.  It is anticipated that most 
of this section will be completed in January 2020.  There will be a minor section at the 
Northern end of this Central section where, owing to plant movements, pipe re-connection 
and panel interface works, these ancillary works will be left until the completion of the 
Northern rock wall reconstruction is complete. 
 
Challenges surrounding tide and storm effects will continue to play a role in this project and 
this risk will be managed by the contractor. 
 
Financial and Resource Implications 
 
The budget for this project comprises a carry-over amount from 2017/18, grant funding 
from Coastal Protection Board and a budget commitment from 2018/19. 
 
It was decided to pre-purchase several appreciable cost items in advance of the project 
commencement in order to secure the state government funding.  The pre-purchases 
consisted of quarry rock supply and Geotextile fabric valued at $416,596. 
 
With the central section completed, there has been a reduction in the amount of suitable 
rock able to be reused in the new wall reconstruction as well as the assumed quantity of 
rock present in the existing sea-wall.  As such the budget has had to be updated to take this 
into consideration.  There will be further virgin rock procured from the quarry and this has 
contributed to an increase in the expected overall cost to the project which remains within 
budget.  
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A budget bid of $2,300,000 has been endorsed for the 2019 /20 financial year to rebuild the 
Northern section of the rock wall and upgrade the beach access way north of the WBSLSC.  It 
is expected that there will be some surplus funds remaining following the rebuild of the 
Central section of rock wall to put towards the Northern section of the works due to 
commence in 2019/20.  
 
Further design is currently being undertaken to improve beach access for the West Beach 
SLSC and public.  This will potentially be a variation to contract, additional to the initial Lump 
Sum construction contract and will be reported to Committee once costs are known.  The 
consultant design costs for the access ramp upgrade north of the West Beach Surf Lifesaving 
Club is being funded from budget from the 2018/19 Central Section upgrade of the rock 
wall.  Presently this ramp is high maintenance due to regular wash out and the bottom 
section which is not DDA compliant.  The new design of this accessway ramp is aiming to 
increase durability, reduce maintenance and improve access to the beach in this location.  
 
Council staff are currently undertaking planning and consultation with the West Beach Surf 
Lifesaving Club committee and the contractor, to plan the staging and contingencies to 
enable construction of the northern section of rock wall and beach access ramp, whilst 
allowing the club to remain operational during the works.  To this end, the West Beach Surf 
Life Saving Club will be making arrangements to temporarily relocate their equipment and 
base their operations slightly North of the existing building.  
 
Customer Service and Community Implications 
 
Prior to the site works commencing, the residents and businesses were notified of the 
forthcoming works.  There will be some minor traffic disruptions throughout the works. 
 
Environmental Implications 
 
There are no environmental implications.  The rock sea wall has been designed to respond 
to expected sea level rise over its design life. 
 
Community Engagement/Consultation 
(including with community, Council members and staff) 
 
Community engagement has occurred at critical points throughout the course of the project 
and the outcomes reported to Council on a regular basis. 
 
Risk Management/Legislative Implications 
 
A risk assessment was undertaken prior to the commencement of the project which is 
updated and reviewed regularly by the Project Manager and Steering Group.  
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Conclusion 
 
The West Beach Rock Sea Wall project has commenced, works will continue in this central 
section until completed.  Landscape and path works will be undertaken towards the end of 
the project. The northern section of the West Beach Rock Sea Wall is scheduled to 
commence in the 2019/20 financial year once the central section is completed. 
 
Appendices 
 
Nil  
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